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¿nv Mi.’isrQ^

*wnr ivuirT*

Carel van Bijlandtlaan 1, 
DiiîN HAAG.

Kef. jtX.IIa/156. 2 September 19^9.

Dear Dr. Litawski,

I regret it was impossible till now to send you further 
translations of jud£ments as I have been very occupied with 
work for the lainistry of Justice. However here you have three:

a) opecial Court of Cassations judgment on the appeal of 
August Louis wilhelm AHL3R2CHT;

b) ditto on the appeals in the case of Leonard Gottfried BiSCK;
c) ¿Special Court at Arnhem*s judgment in the case of 

Oskar Conrad GilRBIG.

The original AHLBRiiCHT case you will remember was that 
which led to the insertion of art.27a in the Extraordinary 
Penal Law Decree (D 61) (Dr. ¿¿outon's article in the Grotius 
annuaire 1940-1946 reprint, p8ge 54). I sent *-r. Brand a 
translation of the opecial Court at «rnhem's judgment on 
AHLBRüCliï when he again came up for trial last year; a) is the 
appeal against this.

This office is closing down on the 30th of this month and 
I shall then no longer be working for the lâinistry of Justice.
In view of the fact that the staff is being drastically reduced, 
at least as far as the special branch dealing with war crimes 
is concerned, would you iilease let me know whether these trans
lations are wanted by you in connection with anything the 
United Nations may be intending to publish in the way of juris
prudence. They will need to know this here so. that they can 
decide what to do in the matter after my departure.

<7ith kind regards,

Yours sincerely,

r
( J. ¿weeny,
secretary to Dr. M.’.V. i^outon. )

Dr. J.J. Litawski,
Consultant on War Crime Trials,
United Nations,
Division of Human Kights,
Russell Square House 
iiussell square,
LCLNDOa, «I.C.I.

?
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I N T H E N A ft E O F T H E

The Special Court of Cassation, Second Panel.

On the appeal by AUGUST LOUIS WILHELM AHLBRECHT, born
1 February 1900 in Herberhausen (Ger.)» former °turmscharfuhrer 
in the Sicherheitsdienst, living in Düsseldorf, now in custody 
in Scheveningen Prison, appellant against a judgment of the 
Special Court in Arnhem of 22 September 1948 whereby he was de
clared guilty of:
"During the time of the present war but before 15 May 1945• in 
the military, government or public service of the enemy being 
guilty of any war crime or any crime against humanity as ex
pressed in art.6 under (b) or (cJ of the Charter belonging to 
the London Agreement of 8 August 1945, promulgated by Royal 
Decree of 4 January 1946 (Stat. bk. No G 5)» committed more than 
once, which crimes at the same ti.je contain the elements of acts 
punishable according to Netherlands law'1, and with the applica
tion of arts.57» 287 and 300, Penal Code, was sentenced to DEATH;

Having heard Jud^e Veegen's report;

Having seen the notification on behalf of the Chief Prose
cutor to the appellant of the day fixed for the hearing of the 
case;

Having heard the appellant as to his person and personal 
circumstances;

Having heard the Assistant Prosecutor, speaking for the 
Chief Prosecutor, in his conclusion that the appeal be rejected 
and the qualification corrected, in the sense that the words 
"which crimes at the same time contain elements of acts punish
able according to Netherlands law" should be omitted;

Considering that in the disputed judgment it has been de
clared proved against the appellant : th^t he in the Netherlands,
during the time of and in connection with the war of aggression 
begun by Germany on 10 luay 1940 against the Kingdom of the Neth
erlands and before 15 ^ y  1945» as Sturmscharfuhrer in the Sich- 
erheitspolizei intentionally, contrary to the law/is and customs 
of war and of humanity:
a) in January 1944 in the municipality of Ede intentionally killed 

JELIS BUDDING, arrested by him, accused, in his above-stated 
function, in that he intentionally and from a short distance, 
without there being any reason or grounds for so doing, fired 
several shots at BUDDING thereby hitting him in the back and 
thus fatally woundingi^ad a result of which BUDDING died shortly 
after;

c) in the period from May 1942 to Iiiay 1945 in Gelderland, in order 
to compel the persons mentioned below to give information of 
facts which he, accused, knew or suspected were known to these 
persons and which were of interest to him in his above function, 
intentionally ill-treated various persons, among whom were 
KLEIN-BUSSINK, XXXEZXNXSOSX* W.C. van de GOOR, L.C.J. MASSEUR, 
MAARTEN ROOS and Th. C. tfEETINK, who were arrestees in the pow
er of the German Sicherheitsdienst, violently striding them 
on the body, partly with a hard object and partly with the hand, 
and partly kicking them on the body with his shod foot, whereby 
these persons were caused pain;

Considering that a document containing grounds for cassation
-  2 -
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did not reach the office of the ^lerk of the Court in time;

Considering ex officio with regard to the qualification:
a) that in this a distinction should be made between war 

crimes and crimes against humanity, in the sense that the judge 
should establish which of the two crimes is constituted by that 
declared to have been proved, or possibly that it constitutes 
both crimes, so that it is not sufficient to establish that it 
constitutes the one or the other;

b) that, now thâÇ the Special Court, on the grounds of the
evidence included in the disputed judgment, has declared proved 
that there were no grounds or reason for firing at JELIS BUDDINGH, 
mentioned under (a) in the declaration of proof, and expressly 
rejects appellant’s defence that his victim tried to escape, it 
should be examined whether this action falls under "murder...of 
civilian population of or in accupied territory’* in the meaning 
of art.6 under (b) of the Charter"belonging to the London Agree
ment of 8 August 19^5$ promulgated by Royal Decree of 4 January
1946 (Stat. bk. iso. G 5); 3

that the term "murder" is given in the official Netherlands 
translation as "moord", which would cause one to think of the 
crime of art.289, Penal Code, of which the Ib m hfxfrta
premeditation of the perpetrator forms an element;

that the word "assassinat" used in the authentic French text 
of the Charter also appears to point in the direction of a form 
of homicide qualified by a special intent, as specified in arts. 
296-298 of the French Code plnal and in art.394 of the Belgian 
Code Pénal;

that however as against this must be remarked that the
English Common Law pays homage to a wider conception of "murder";

that it is true an element of this crime is, that the author 
acted "with malice aforethought", but that in the course of time 
jurisprudence has come to understand under that word all those 
forms of a criminal mentality considered sufficiently reprehen
sible for them to be paid for with life itself (Russel on Crime, 
9th edition 1936, page 339 and further; Kenny, Outlines of Crim
inal Law, 15th edition 1943, page 152 and further);

that the distinction between "murder" and "manslaughter" does 
not also in any way coincide with that between ’’moord" and "dood- 
slag" (the respective Dutch words: translator) in the French, Bel
gian and Netherlands law, and under "manslaughter" death caused 
through fault is even understood;

that the law of the United states of America is based on the 
English Common Law and agrees with this to a great extent (Clark 
and ^arshall, Law of Crimes, 3rd edition 1927, page 286 and fur- 
ther'5 May’s Law of Crimes, 4th odition 1938, page 264 and further);

that in that country, however, various degrees of murder are 
distinguished in the laws of most of the states, and the death 
penalty only threatened against "murder in the first degree", 
under which is understood "a wilful, deliberate and premeditated" 
homicide, or a homicide committed when performing certain serious 
crimes;

that other puhishments than that of death are laid down for 
all other forms of intentional homicide as "murder in the second 
degree" (Clark and ¿iarshall, idem, page 304 and further; iuay, 
idem, page 268 and further);

that finally, the third authentic text, the Russian, speaks 
ofl "oebijstwo", which word is neutral in the sense that every form 
of intentional killing is indicated by it and it can only acquire 
colour, in the meaning of indicating murder, by the addition of 
an adjective such as "oemysjljenroje" (premeditated);

thot when there is such inconsistency between three equally
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/“the qual
ification

authentic texts that explanation must be accepted which leads to 
the most reasonable conclusions;

that it would be very unreasonable were an attack on the life 
of the civilian population of an occupied territory - and equally 
on that of prisoners of war and people at sea, mentioned in art.
6 (b) of the Charter - only then to be stamped as a war crime if 
it had taken place with premeditation, while the ill-treatment 
and deportation of such civilian population and the ill-treatment 
of prisoners of war and seafarers have in all cases received that 
qualification;

that therefore as far as the civilian population of an occu
pied territory is concerned the notion "murder*1, attention also 
being paid to the comprehensively put injunction to respect the 
lives of persons contained in art.46 of the Rules of Landwarfare, 
must be understood in the broad sense of the Anglo-American 
and Russian juridical usage;

that thus under this heading the appellant was guilty of a 
war crime in the sense of art.6 (b) of the Charter;

that the ill-treatment of various of the arrestees who found t 
themselves in the power of the Sicherheitsdienst, which ill-treat- 
ment was jointly charged and declared to have been proved, falls 
under the notion of "ill-treatment ("mauvais traitements") 
("istjazanije") of civilian population of or in occupied territ
ory" in the sense of the above-mentioned art.6 under (b);

that however neither the shooting of JjSLIS BUDDING nor the 
ill-treatment of arrestees, both declared proved, can be brought 
under '‘crimes against humanity" in the sense of art.6 under (c) 
of the said Charter;

that in its obvious opposition to "war crimes" in the narrow 
sense, and in the light of the development on the basis of the 
Charter of the judgments of the International Military Tribunal 
as well as those of the various Allied courts charged with the 
trial of war criminals, this notion must be explained in the lim
ited sense that crimes ofl this category are characterised either 
by their gravity and barbarity or by their extent, or by the cir
cumstance that they are part of a system of terrorisation or form 
a link in an unswervingly followed policy directed against cer
tain groups of the population, all this under the proviso made in 
the Charter itself, that they are committed in the execution of 
and/or in connection with any zx±n other crime falling under art.
6 (a) or (b);

that in the present case the Court adheres to the definition 
given by the United Nations war Crimes Commission in the follow
ing words:
"Isolated offences did not fall within the notion of crimes «gainst 
humanity. As a rule systematic mass action, particularly if it 
was authoritative, was necessary to transform a common crime, pun
ishable only under municipal law, into a crime against humanity, 
which thus became also the concern of international law. Only 
crimes which,by their magnitude and savagery or by their large 
number or by the fact that a similar pattern was applied at dif
ferent times and places, endan^e^ed the international community 
or shocked the conscience of mankind, warranted intervention by 
States other than that on whose territory the crimes had been 
committed, or whose subjects had become their victims";

that now that the declaration of proof regarding the shoot
ing and killing of BUDDIKGH, and of ill-treatment, constitutes 
an insufficient ground for establishing that the appellant had 
thereby been guilty of crimes against humanity in the sense spec
ified above; /£

that should^be'altered and limited to war crimes;
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c) that, finally, there is no place in the qualification 
for a statement as to whether the elements of crimes punishable 
according to Netherlands lav; are or are not present in the crimes 
declared to have been proved, which point is only of importance 
for measuring the punishment;

Considering further ex officio:
that the Court - itself moreover entirely agreeing with the 

Special Court's determination of the acts punishable according to 
ftkherlands Law of which the crimes declared proved contain the 
elements - is of the opinion that with the comparison instituted 
by the Special Court should have been associated also the official 
capacity, as^eing the circumstance announced in art.44, Penal Code, 
which increases the penalty, which meanwhile has no influence-in 
determining the limits beneath which the measure of the punish
ment must in this case remain;

Considering ex officio with regard to the punishment imposed:
that in particular the ill-treatments committed by the appel

lant show him to be a brutal sort of person,who misused his in 
fact position of power to torment Ketherlanders of the right stamp 
finding themselves in the hands of the SD, and to give full vent 
to his cruelty on them;
that on this account then the Court also judges a very severe 
punishment of the appellant to be fully justified;

that, however, the Court, associating itself with a general 
tendency which shows itself in the jurisprudence of the internat
ional and national military tribunals, considers the criminality 
of the appellant*s acts to be just not so great that he must pay 
for them with his life, and is therefore of the opinion that a 
punishment of lifelong imprisonment can suffice;

«¿uashes the disputed {Judgment, but only in so far as the
qualification and sentence are concerned;

Administering the law afresh, pursuant to art.105 of the 
Legal Organisation Law:

«Qualifies that declared proved as:
"During the time ofl the present war before 15 ^ay 1945, in the
government service of the enemy being gu/ilty of any war crime 
as expressed in art.6 under (b) of the Chai'ter belonging to the 
London Agreement of 8 August 1945, promulgated by Royal Decree 
of 4 January 1946 (Stat. bk. Ko G 5), committed more than once*

Sentences the appellant to imprisonment for life.

Judgment passed by: 
Prof. Dr, Verzijl 
Dr. Veegens 
Dr. Scholten 
Dr. kouton 
Col. Dr. Tollenaar 
in the presence of: 
Dr. Hoorweg

and pronounced at the open session of 11 April 1949.

sgd. J.H.w. Verzijl, D.tf. Veegens, Scholten, kouton, D. Tollenaar,
A.P. Hoorweg.

Vice-President

Judges

Military Judge
A«- ,/« - • LA.,
¿ub6titute Clerk of the 
Court,
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• IN THE Maküi OF THE ^UBiiNl.

Tiie Special Court of Cassation, Second Panel.

On the appeals of:

I. the Chief prosecutor of the Special Court at Arnhem;

II. Leonard Gottfried BECK, born in Feucntwangen (Bavaria)
7 May 1910, occupation: smith and farmer, living at 
Neurnberg (Ger.), now detained in the "Centrale Bewaar- 
plaats Scheveningen", the Hague,

appellants in cassation against a ¿judgment of the Special 
Court at Arnhem of 12 iiay 1948 whereby the second appellant 
was declared guilty of the crime of:

"During the time of the present war before 15 May 1945 
in the military service of the enemy intentionally allowing 
that one of his subordinates in the military service of the 
enemy be guilty of any crime as expressed in art.6 under (b) 
of the Charter belonging to_the London Agreement of 8 August 
1945» promulgated by Royal Decree of 4 January 1946 (Statute 
book G 5)i committed more tllen once,"
and with the application of arts.27, 57 and 287, Penal Code, 
and 1, 2, 7, 7b, 11 and 27, Extraordinary ■t'enal Law Decree, 
was sentenced to three years imprisonment to be served
in a State Labour Colony, with the proviso that the time spent 
by the convicted person in custody since 4 July 1946 up to the 
day of this judgment being pronounced be deducted when the sent' 
ence of imprisonment imposed is being served;

Having heard Judge Tollenaar*s report;

Having seen the notification of the day fixed for the 
hearing of the case sent to the second appellant on behalf of 
the Chief Prosecutor;

Having heard the second appellant as to his person and 
personal circumstances;

In view of the mutually presented grounds for cassation 
reading:
that of the Chief Prosecutor:

rirbhg a p p l i C ^ i W o r  tTIie law in the sense of art. 16 of 
the Special Courts Decree by the imposition of a sentence of 
three years imprisonment, which punishment cannot be consider
ed as answering to the gravity of the crima, the personal cir
cumstances under which it was committed and the person and 
personal circumstances of the convicted person, a correct 
appreciation of which would in fact have led to the impos
ition of a prison sentence of longer duration; 
that submitted on behalf of the appellant in counter-appeal. 
kECKt by his counsel:

/purtccUvx. Tl Violation or wrong application of arts.538 and 559, Penal / 
Code, and art.46, Rules of Land «Warfare,
a) because in its judgment of 12 iJay 1948 the Special Court 
at Arnhem deduced from two of its considerations containing 
facts of general knowledge, and on the grounds of accused*s 
own attitude at the time of the last fact charged, that appel
lant pressed for the trial of the persons arrested by a court
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of law because he was clearly aware of the fact that the law 
demanded such a ¿judgment, without however requiring the appel
lant to make a statement about this at the sitting, which 
statement would then have shown that the appellant pressed 
for the setting up of a court, at anyrate of another inves- 

 ̂ tigating authority, because he did not consider himself t<*
r b#*iria-a-state/'''(incompetent) to carry out a proper investigat— 

ioninto the matter in question;
b) because the Special Court, given the fact that on the 
grounds of the documents found Lt. Doeven of the Netherlands 
State Police, the SD Unterscharführer Hardegen and appellant 
were of the opinion that the arrested persons were dangerous 
terrorists, did not examine this point further but contented 
itself with the consideration that a ¿judicial inquiry into 
the matter would in all probability have established that the 
executed persons were not terrorists at all but only Jews, 
and then also without more ado classified these people under 
the persons "in general" expressed in art.46, Rules of Land 
Warfare, as a result of which the appellant*s attitude with 
respect to the arrested persons is not clearly set out;
II. Violation or wrong application of arts.40 and 43, Penal 
Code:
a) because the Court deduces the possibility that the appel
lant could prevent the execution from the relation of author
ity between him and the officer who carried out the execution, 
without paying attention to the same relationship on a rising 
scale in which the appellant stood with respect to Generals 
wolpert and Rauter, in whose name the order to carry out the 
execution was given to the officer Schwarze ji, and whether it 
was therefore possible for the appellant as a 1st Lieutenant 
to override by a counter-order an order given in holpert*s 
and Rauter*s name, the Special Court hereby only going into 
the consideration that appellant was submitted to severe pres
sure by Hardegen without its being accepted that this was 
duress;
b) because the Court paid no attention to the fact that in 
the first place the appellant applied tp the German Police in 
Apeldoorn to take over the arrested persons, which request 
could not be complied with on account of duress, consisting

military in the very difficult/po&ition for the Germans in that place;
III. Violation or wrong application of arts.47, 57, 287» Penal
Code, and 1, 2, 27a, Extraordinary Penal Law Decree, because 
the Court, deeming the crime of art.27a, KtftfXT Extraordinary 
Penal Law Decree, to be proved considers that the acts speci
fied therein contain at the same time the elements of punish
able acts according to Netherlands law, namely: during the
time of the present war before 15 *;iay 1945 intentionally by 
misuse of authority inciting to homicide, whereby the offender 
made use of the power offered him by the enemy, committed more 
thah. once, the Court^ovg^rlooking by this that the appellant in 
no way made use of iS£ee in the sense in which this is meant 
but remained purely passive, as is accepted by the Court itself 
in its Consideration No. 6, page 5» of the ¿judgment, £that, 
namely, accused by neglecting to exercise his authority was 
guilty of a form of incitement to this execution", but there 
cannot be incitement by misuse of power or authority in a 
neglect, (Noijen-Lantemeijer, 5th edition, page 351);
IV. wrong application of the law, because the punishment im
posed by the ¿judgment cannot be considered to answer to the 
gravity of the crime and the circumstances under which it was 
committed and to the person and personal circumstances of the 
appellant;

and also to a supplementary memorial in support of nis
-3-
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appeal composed by this appellant himself.and handed in, which 
memorial shall be gone into hereunder as far as necessary;

Having heard the Assistant-Prosecutor on behalf of the 
Ghief Prosecutor in his conclusion that this Court shall cor
rect the qualification as further specified in the conclusion, 
quoting art.41* Penal Code and 21, Extraordinary ¿'enal XiUfl Law 
Decree, and for the rest shall reject the appeal;

CONSIDERING that in the disputed judgment it is declared 
proved against the second appellants

that he in April 1945 in Gelderland during the time of 
the war begun on 10 iiay 1940 by uermany against the Kingdom 
of the Netherlands but before 15 ¿lay 1945* as a Lieutenant of 
the Nachrichten-Abteilung of the uerman wehrmacht and as the 
superior of Lieutenan^t A* Schwarze of the Nachrichten-Abteil- 
ung of the German fVehrmacht who was his, accused's, subordinate 
in the above-mentioned branch, intentionally allowed that the 
said subordinate intentionally killed B. van Esso and L. Gast, 
defenceless arrestees in the power of the German enemy, by 
intentionally shooting them dead with a ball-loaded firearm, 
which as he, accused, knew was contrary to the laws and customs 
of war, which killing in fact took place without the aforesaid 
persons having previously been tried in the matter, found 

v guilty by any judicial pronouncement and been sentenced to 
death;

CONSIDERING that it is desirable for a correct handling 
of the grounds for cassation set down in the various cassation 
documents to precede the handling of the Chief Prosecutor’s 
ground and the fourth ground submitted in appellant'Beck's 
name which corresponds to it, by dealing with the first three 
grounds submitted through his counsel by the latter, and when 
dealing with these to insert a discussion in the appropriate 
place of that which appellant Beck has personally prirx gtarwH-nft 
advanced as supplementing his appeal;

CONSIDERING with regard to the first ground presented by 
his counsel in appellant in counter-appeal Beck's names

that what has been placed under a; amounts to the thesis 
that the Special Court from the evidence used cannot have de
duced that this appellant was conscious of the fact that that 
with which he is charged was contrary to the laws and customs 
of war, therefore the judgment would not satisfy that which 
is laid down in arts.338 and 339 of the Penal Procedure Code;

that it is advanced in support of this thesis that in the 
disputed judgment the Special Court wrongly interpreted the 
statement by appellant Beck, as the accused, at the trial, that 
he urged both Major-General Wolpert and the SD Untersturm«*» 
führer Hardegen, brought into the matter by the former, that 
a court should be set up to try the so-called terrorists who 
had been arrested, the Special Court deducing appellant's 
knowledge that his behaviour was in conflict with the laws of 
war from this.instead of explaining it as it was said to have 
been meant, tnat is as a remark made by somebody who did not 
consider himself equal to investigate the affair properly;

CONSIDERING now for a correct understanding of this ground, 
that in the first place the Special Court deduced appellant 
Beck's knowledge that the laws and customs of war forbid the 
execution of a prisoner without a previous trial and a death 
sentence in regular form from two facts of general knowledge,

-4-
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these being:
1« that it is contrary to the rules of international law to 
execute persons for an alleged punishable act without any sort 
of judicial proceedings, which principle, as appears from all 
civilised legislation, belongs to the*elementary foundations 
of law and holds good even for the punishment of spies;
2m that anybody in the function at that time of the accused, 
namely that of Lieutenant of the Nachrichten-Abteilung of the 
German wehrmacht, at the same time Orts-Kommandant of Nunspeet, 
must necessarily - except in very special circumstances which 
did not appear in this case at the sitting of the Special Court - 
have been aware of this rule if a case in which the question 
came up was laid before him in his said function;

that on the ground of these facts of general knowledge the 
Special Court could already accept appellant's knowledge that 
his actions conflicted with the laws of war;

that in reinforcement of these considerations the Special 
Court further advanced fcMs-fr appellant 3eck's own attitude after 
the arrest of the three in Nunspeet as this appeared at the 
trial, in particular his continuous urging that a court be set 
up and his lengthy opposition to the execution on the ground 
that no court judgment had been shown him - an attitude from 
which, according to the Special Court, it clearly appeared that 
at the time of the behaviour charged he was thoroughly aware 
that the law demanded such a judgment»^his in opposition to the 
case of the German soldier Strehlau quoted by appellant, who 
was acquitted by a judgment of the Special Court at Arnhem dated 
15 November 1948 ( - see note on last page - );

that all that advanced in the first ground under a) against 
the Special Court's argumentation is of a factual nature and 
cannot therefore lead to cassation;

■

CONSIDERING that section b) of the same ground is equally 
without foundation;

that the question as to whether the arrested persons were 
indeed "terrorists'* was by rights of no importance seeing that 
also had this been the case, for the execution of the persons 
concerned a death sentence passed in the regular way would 
have been demanded by international law, and the Special Court's 
consideration that a judicial investigation into the matter 
would in all probability have established that the executed per
sons were not terrorists at all but only Jews, obviously only 
had as its object the underlining in this particular case of 
that general principle of law to which the first fact of general 
knowledge related;

CONSIDERING further with regard to the second ground put 
forward by his counsel on behalf of the appellant in counter- 
appeal Beck:

that also this is unfounded as far as section a) is con
cerned;

that the Special Court quite rightly deduced the possibil
ity for appellant Beck to restrain Lieutenant Schwarze, who 
finally carried out the execution with his own hand, from the 
very fact, not disputed, of tne relation of authority in which 
he stood to Schwarze, his subordinate, in the Hachrichten- 
Abteilung, w&ile nothing showed that had he in fact asserted 
his authority his subordinate would not have recoiled from his 
act;

that bhis Court endorses absolutely the Special Court's 
considerations in this connection, that it has nothing to do 
with the matter whether, had appellant beck forbidden Lieuten
ant Schwarze to proceed with the execution, others would have
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perhaps carried it out, since each one has to bear his own 
responsibility;

that for the rest the question to what extent the order 
for the execution given by Hardegen - allegedly in «volpert's 
or Hauter’s name - can extend to the relief of the officers 
concerned, lies in the domain of duress;

that as far as appellant Beck is concerned an express or 
implied appeal to duress was not made in front of the Special 
Court;

that the only thing submitted by him in thst direction 
was that Hardegen had threatened him and Schwarze with the 
results arising from the "Führer-Befehl" of July 1944 for in
fringers of that order, namely shooting of themselves and re
prisals against their families;

that in another connection however the Special Court had 
already considered that the said order did not cover appellant 
Beck's behaviour and therefore could satisfy itself, provided 
it deemed grounds for this present, with raising the question 
of Hardegen's threats when giving the grounds for the punish
ment measured out, which it in fact did;

that what appellant Beck has further advanced in his per
sonally written supplementary cassation memorial in the matter 
of duress does not contain anything new, and that in particular 
his assertion that the state of distress in which the German 
front found itself at the time of the crime urgently demanded 
the execution of prisoners cannot extend to excusing the com
mission of a war crime;

CONSIDERING with regard to section b) of appellant Beck*s 
second ground:

that, accepting it that the appellant requested the German 
police to take over the arrested persons, in any case duress 
with regard to the non-prohibition of the execution could in 
no way lie in the circumstance that as a result of the military 
situation they were not fetched away;

that therefore this section of the second ground also failsjj

CONSIDERING with regard to the third ground and ex officio: 
that what has been declared proved forms a war crime in the 

sense of art.6 under (b) of the Charter of the London Agreement 
of 8 August 1945» this as falling under "murder...of civilian 
population in occupied territory”;

that what is advanced by appellant Beck in his supplement
ary cassation memorial for the purpose of disputing this thesis 
partially rests on a purely factual ground and is contrary to 
that established by the Special Court, and partially harks back 
tp the plea of duress rejected above, and for the rest vainly 
tries to attack the qualification of that declared proved as 
the war crime of "murder of civilian population" with the ir
relevant reference to "rein militärische Notwendigkeit" and 
"das allgemeine Interresse der deutschen Truppen und der deutsch
en Kriegsführung" in connection with the proclamation of the 
"Standgerichtsbarkeit";

that the law of war is codified with the precise object 
of balancing the claims of warfare with those of the laws of 
humanity;

CONSIDERING that as a new argument for contesting the 
admissibility of sentencing him in the matter of a war crime 
appellant Beck now appeals to the "Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights" made by the General Assembly of the United Nations 
in JParis;

that the purport of this argument is tc make acceotable
- 6 -
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that the retroactive effect which the Netherlands legislator 
granted factually to art.27a, iiixtraordinary Penal i'aw Decree 
would have been condemned later by the said ^Universal Declar
ation" (art.11, par.2);

CONSIDERING with regard to this, that in its contents 
and working art.27a, .Extraordinary Penal Law decree, is in 
complete agreement with that laid down in art.6 (b) and (c) 
of the Charter belonging to the London Agreement of 8 Aug
ust 1945 and is thus in harmony with rules of law establish
ed by international convention, so that under that head there 
is no cause to put aside the application of the said art.27a 
on the ground of its being contrary to international law;

that appellant Beck's argument can therefore alone have 
this ¿juridical meaning, that the London Charter itself must 
also be ¿judged to have been superseded a short while ago by 
a new international convention, or must even be considered 
in retrospect as from the beginning not having been binding 
as contrary to a compulsory general principle of internation
al law;

that this argument must however be re;jected in both its 
possible variants because from the history of the bringing 
into existence of the "Universal Declaration of Human Rights" 
it convinvingly appears that this latter is not intended as 
a binding convention, and that it is even
very doubtful whether its contents can be noted as a form
ulation of general principles of law recognised by civilised 
nations in the sense of art.38? par.l under 3 »of the Statute 
of the International Court of Justice (cf. Lauterpacht, Pre
liminary Report, published in United Nations Document E/CR 
4/89, page 31), and further because, especially as a result 
of a Cuban amendment, it was generally recognised in the 
Paris assembly that in no single respect does the Declaration 
attack the lav/fulness of the trial of war criminals as a re
sult of the London Charter;

that in fact the same United A,ations General Assembly 
which in 1948 accepted the "Universal Declaration" had al
ready in 1946 expressly confirmed'the principles of inter
national law recognised by the Charter of the Nuremberg 
Tribunal and that Tribunal's Judgment, and had charged the 
Commission for the Codification of International Law? "as a 
matter of primary importance", to formulate those principles 
within the framework of a general codification of crimes 
against the peace and safety of humanity,or in that of an 
international penal code;

that for tnat reason also the "Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights" invoked by appellant xararic in counter-appeal 
Beck has not in any single*respect affected the lawfulness 
under international law of his trial as a war criminal;

CONSIDERING however further, ex officio, that the qual
ification as given by the Special Court cannot be maintained 
and must be corrected as will be stated hereunder;

that too the comparison made by the ooecial Court between 
the war crime declared proved and possible* analogous punish
able acts according to Netherlands law does not appear correct 
to this Court and insofar must appellant Beck's third ground 
be considered founded;

that however this cannot lead to the quashing of the 
¿judgment but only to its correction;

that paragraph 3 of article 27a, ^traordinary Penal Law
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Decree, the intentional .allowing; by a superior that one of 
his subordinates is guilty of a v;sr crime, making it an in
dependant crime outside the usual form of participation, ref
ers nevertheless to the provisions of the first, respectively 
second paragraph of that article for the decision as to what 
is the maximum limit of the punishment allowed for this crime;

that therefore he who intentionally allows his subord
inate to commit a war crime or a crime against humanity can 
be punished with at the most the same punishment the sane 
puniohaent as that with which the said subordinate is threat
ened as the material author, this on the ¿round of either 
par.l or of par.2 of art.27a, Extraordinary Penal Law Decree;

that thus for a comparison as prescribed in art.27a, 
fitftraordinary Penal Law ^ecree^f the elements of the war 
crime declared proved with those of crimes according to 
Netherlands law, in the event of applying the third para
graph of that article the war crime committed by the subord
inate as material author alone comes into consideration and 
not that war crime of the superior which consists in a cert
ain form of participation in that crime;

that therefore as far as the maximum limit of his penal 
liability is concerned the superior has to follow the subord
inate whose crime he has permitted;

that in connection v/ith the above the maximum limit of 
the punishment to be imposed on the appellant in counter
appeal Beck is decided by the maximum* penalty laid on the 
war crime committed by his subordinate Schwnrze, containing 
the elements of the criiemj of murder, committed during the 
present war before 15 ^ay 194-5, whereby the perpetrator made 
use of the power, opportunity and means offered him by the 
enemy, committed twice under the circumstances increasing 
the punishment as stated in art.44, Penal Code, in connection 
with art.21, Extraordinary Penal Law decree;

that for the rest these corrections have in this case no 
practical significance for the decision as to the maximum pen
alty permissible;

that in the above considerations based on art.27a, Extra
ordinary Penal Law Decree, lies an implied rejection of the 
appellant*s further complaint that he was tried on the grounds 
of that Decree in place of on the basis of the ¡¿ilitary Penal 
Code, this being according to him contrary to art.46, par.l, 
of the Prisoner of War Convention of 1929 which prescribes 
that no other punishments may be imposed on a prisoner of wgr 
than could be imposeUon a member of the natiotanlL armed forces 
for the same offence;

that this Court has already previously decided that the 
said Convention in the provision quoted has only in view pun
ishable acts committed by a prisoner of war during his captiv
ity?

CONSIDERING next that appellant Beck's appeal to that 
laid down in art.22:‘ of the Rules of Land warfare is also un
founded, among other things because, as this Court has also 
previously decided, the provision only relates to rights and 
claims under civil law;

CONSIDERING further in connection with appellant Beck's 
appeal - for the rest obscure - to superior orders;

that according to the appellant's own presentation of the 
facts his subordinate schwarze did not receive the order for 
tne unlawful execution - i.e. one not covered by a regular 
death sentence - from him, appellant, but, via httm, directiy

•8'
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from the ¿1) official Hardegen, allegedly in the name of either 
General wolpert or General Rauter, and that the said subordin
ate knew that an order received from that side was not binding 
on him without a further special order from the appellant?, from 
which appellant Beck draws the rather peculiar conclusion that 
"consequently he did not also by a special order have to for
bid the carrying out of the order";

that it is now precisely this which constitutes his pen
al liability, that witout having himself received an order 
direct from a superior but knowing that his subordinate had 
received such an*order and was intending to carry it out with
out having first received the at that time requisite order to 
that effect from the appellant, the latter allowed his subord
inate to proceed with the execution without any intervention 
on his, appellant’s, own part;

that under these circumstances any appeal to superior 
orders which might favourably affect appellant Beck, fails;

that the greater responsibility of General </olpert, be
hind which appellant tries to shelter, also in no way excludes 
the latter*s own responsibility for his attitude with regard 
to a subordinate;

CONSIDERING finally with respect to the punishment to be 
measured out, dealt with in the only ground for cassation pre
sented by the Chief Prosecutor of the Special Court and in 
appellant in counter-appeal Beck’s fourth ground;

that this Court, equally with the Special Co\irt, consid
ers it mufet take into account various extenuating circum
stances which existed in the present case, but which in its 
opinion must not be so strongly taken into account as the 
Special Court thought it its duty to do;

that even taking into consideration the said extenuating 
circumstances the sentence of imprisonment imposed must be 
judged too mild as a requital for appellant’s share in the 
responsibility for the cruel double murder committed on de
fenceless Ketherlanders just shortly before the definite Ger
man defeat;

that this Court considers imprisonment for seven years 
to be a just punishment for this.share;

•.¿UiiSfiiSS the disputed jadgment, but only as regards the 
qualification and the major penalty imposed;

ADMINISTuJKIKG Tfii LAW afresh pursuant to art. 105, Judicial 
Organisation Law:

Qualifies that declared proved as :
"During the time of the present war before 15 ¿¿y 1945 

in the military service of the enemy being guilty of a war 
e r i c a s  expressed in art.6 under (b) of the Charter belong
ing to the London Agreement of 8 August 1945, promulgated by 
Royal Decree of 4 January 1946 ^stat* bk. Ko. G 5)”, committed 
twice;

SM'Z&NCjLS the defendant, appellant in counter-appeal 
Beck, to seven years imprisonment, with the proviso that the 
ti^mj spent by.him in custody from 4 July 1946 till the day of 
this judgment's being pronounced shall be deducted when the 
sentence is being served;

R&JriCTS the appeal of appellant in counter-appeal Beck*
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Judgment passed by:

Prof. Dr. Verzijl Vice-President
Dr. Veegens 
Dr. ocholten 
Prof. Dr. Kernkamp 
Col. i>r. Tollenaar

in the presence of:
Dr. Hoorweg Deputy Clerk of the Court,

and pronounced at the public session of 11 April 1949» Prof.
Dr. Kernkamp being unable also to sign this judgment.

- 9 -

Judges

Military Judge

sgd.: J.H.ft. Verzijl, D.J. Veegens, Scholten, D. Tollenaar,
k'wF. Hoorweg.

Note, pap;e 4. iixtract from the judgment on 3TREHLAU:

“Considering therefore that even though the shooting 
considered objectively 'would be contrary to the laws of war, 
it would not Be possible to accept as proved that the accused 
acted intentionally in this mattery the less so since it does 
not appear unacceptable to the ^ourt that accused thought in 
all good faith that it concerned here the shooting of persons 
found guilty of certain crimes and sentenced to death".
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• i Provisions referred to in the 
Special Court of Cassation's Judgment in the case of 

Leonard Gottfried B£CK.

SPECIAL COURTS DKflRirag

art.16: 1. The Special Court of Cassation quashes the judgments' of the
Special Courts on the grounds named in art.99» par.l, of the Law
on the judicial Organisation and the Competence of the Judicature, 
it bging understood that:

1 • the imposition of a penalty or measure which cannot be con
sidered to answer to the gravity of the crime, the circum
stances under which it was committed, or the person or 
personal circumstances of the convicted person, is placed

0 on a par with a wrong application of the law;
2 • neglect of the forms prescribed on pain of nullity need

not form a ground for setting aside a judgment if it must 
be reasonably accepted that the interests of the accused
have not been harmed thereby. ,

JUDICIAL ORGiil« IS AT ION LAtV (translation used as abbreviation for the above
quoted law):

art.99: The Supreme Court quashes the proceedings, judgments and sen-
par.l tencgs:

1 . on account of a failure to observe the forms prescribed
0 on pain of nullity;

2q. on account of a wrong application or violation of the law;
3 . on account of competence being exceeded.

C0P3 OF PSNAL PHOCaDURa:

art.338: The proof that the accused committed the act charged can only
be accepted by the judge if during the investigation at the trial 
he has obtained the conviction of this from the contents of legal 
evidence.

art.339: a s legal evidence is alone recognised:
1 . the judge*s own observation;
2q. statements by the accused;
3q . statements by a witness;
4 . statements by an expert;
5 . written documents.
Facts or circumstances of general knowledge do not need proof.

PiuKiiL OuDiiiS

art.40: He is not punishable who commits an act to which he is impelled
by urgent necessity (duress).

art.43: He is not punishable who commits an act in the execution of an
official order given him by the competent authority.

An official order given without competence thereto does not re
move the liability to punishment unless it was regarded by the sub
ordinate in all good faith as having been competently given and 
obeying it came within his province as a subordinate.

art.44-: If an official through the commission of a punishable act
(over)
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(continuation)

(art.44) violates a special- official duty or in the commission of a pun
ishable act makes use of the power, opportunity or means offerd 
him by his office the punishment may be increased by. a third.

ft.B. arts.27» Penal Code, and 7» Extraordinary Penal Law Decree 
translations of which have not previously been giveh, deal* 
with the deduction of the time spent in preliminary custody 
from the total imprisonment and with the type of prison in 
which the sentence can be served.
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Ca r d  van Bijlandtlaan 1, 
DEN HkrtG.

fief. XXIIa/159. 16 September 1949.

Dear Dr. Lita.vski,

Here is the translation of the Court of Cassation* 

¿Judgment in the GERBSCH case promised you by Dr. teouton.

I hope it arrives in time for inclusion in your report.

Yours sincerely,

secretary to Dr. bouton.

Dr. J.J. Litawoki,
Consultant on */ar Crime Uriels,
United Nations,
Division of Human Rights,
Russell Square House,
Russell Square,
LONDON, fl.C.l.
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IK XrLa K ^ L i u  CF THE J L & N l

The Special Court of Cassation, b'trst panel*

On the appeals of:

I. the public prosecutor of the tfpccial Court in Amsterdam,

II. .Vilhelm Friedrich waiter GJPJJoCH, born in Schwerin
IX Larch 18?0, fish dealer, living in ochwerin, now in 
custody in the "Centrale Bewaarplaats Scheveningen", 
the Hague,

appellants in cassation against a judgment of the Special 
Court in Amsterdam, First panel, of 25 Hay 1948, whereby 
the second appellant was declared guilty of:
"During the time of the war bedim by Germany against the Neth
erlands on 10 Liay 1940 but before 15 i£ay 19451 in the state 
service of the enemy being guilty of crimes against humanity 
as expressed in art.6 under (c) of the Charter gfcxjdne belong
ing to the London agreement of 8 ¿uigust 1945, promulgated by 
fioyal Decree of 4 January 1946, comprising these crimes, and 
also the elements of; as an official during th- legitimate 
exercise of hi3 function intentionally inflicting on another 
severe bodily injury which resulted in death, making use 
thereby of the power, opportunity or means offered him by 
the enemy and by the fact of the, enemy occupation", committed 
several times,

and with the application of arts.10,2?,28,44,57,302, Penal 
Code and ,8,9,11,12,27,27a, i&ctraordinary Penal Law Decree, 
was sentenced to 15 years' imprisonment, with the proviso 
that the time silent in custody by the convicted person before 
this sentence is put into execution be fully subtracted when 
the sentence is being served, and with deprivation of the 
rights of:

2. serving in the armed forces, 
one and other for life;

Having heard Judge lleeris* report;

Having seen the notification sent to the second appellant 
on behalf of the Chief prosecutor of the day fixed for the 
hearing of the case;

Having heard the second appellant as to his person and 
personal circumstances;

In view of the grounds for cassation presented by the 
first appellant, for so*far as of interest here reeding:
I. Vioistion, at anyrate wrong application of arts.1,4,11,
21 and 27a, Extraordinary penal Law decree, and 44,57,102 and 
302, Pencil Code, since the Special Court has qualified that 
declared proved as also comprising the elements of "as an of
ficial during the legitimate exercise of his function intent
ionally inflicting on another severe bodily injury which re
sulted in death, making use thereby of the power, opportunity 
or me^ns offered him by the ene:ny or by the*fact of the enemy 
occupation, committed several times", and, paying attention 
also to arts.44,57 and 302, penal Code, sentenced GEKBSCH on 
that account;
II. VijiUation, at anyrDte wrong application of art s. 338, 339 
340,350,331 and 358, Code of penal procedure, since the 
ooecial Court, on the rround^ of its o^n observation at the-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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sitting, has established and considers proved that the accused 
cftscoses of 3uch a faulty development of his mental faculties
- a situation accepted by trie Court as having existed at the 
time of the acts declared proved - that the Court has not 
wished to inflict the severest penalty, thi3 without any state
ment by an expert or witness being adduced as proof;
III. Violation, at anyrote wrong application of the articles 
named under I, since the Court has imposed a punishment which 
cannot be deemed to answer to the gravity of tne crimes de
clared proved to the circumstances under which they were 
committed;

The following; is remarked -.s an explanation:
(see I.) The Special Court has declared that the accused as 
a guard in the German state service applied a system of severe 
ill-treatment in a camp, and that he intentionally acted con
trary to humanity, having intentionally perpetrated terrorism.

By talkingof "a system" and "perpetrating terrorism" the 
Court has declared the crime committed to be of another order 
then that alone of several times committing ill-treatment as 
expressed in art.302 of the penal Code, a  systeri signifies 
that the acts must be seen as an expression of an intention, 
a plan, and one central, undivided thought; it has a definite 
object for all actions committed within the framework of that 
system. That object was: by systematic terrorism to extort
from prisoners shut up in a penal camp the utmost effort of 
work of which they were capable, and at the same time to make 
the full wrath of the Third Reich felfc if a sufficient desire 
for work was not shown or sufficient aid not given to the 
German war effort. This makes the "acting contrary to human
ity" declared to have been proved equivalent to the persisted 
in crime of assisting the enemy, so that the Court ought to 
have applied art.102, Penal Code;

In view of the grounds for cassation presented in the 
name of the second appellant reading:
I. Violation, ?̂t anyrote wrong aoolication of arts.2-8, 56» 
57, 302, renal Code, 338-344,350,351,358 and 359, Code of 
penal Procedure, and 1 3  and 2r/a, iixtraordinary i^enal Lav/ 
Decree, since the Court, accepting that a series of persisted 
in severe ill-treatments constituted in one demonstrable case 
a Drincipal cause of the death of a fcllow-countryman:

a) wrongly declared proved that the accused applied a system 
of severe ill-treatments of which also persons*deported or 
transferred to Germany were the victims,in that he at that 
time intentionally, repeatedly and violently struck with a 
blunt instrument a great number of the persons placed under 
his supervision so that severe bodily injury followed, as a 
result of which these persons died;
b) wrongly qualified that declared proved as having been 
committed several times;
c) wrongly considered that the Special Court possess legal
competence to try this case. * s
II. Violation, at anyr- te wron[ ap:>lication of the articles 
named under I, since the Court, establishing on the grounds 
of its own observation the faulty development of accused's 
mental faculties has, without having been advised by experts 
as to the extent of this faulty development, imposed a x e u 
punishment which cannot be deemed tp answer to the person or 
personal circumstances of the convicted person;

Having heard the Chief rros::cutor in his conclusion that
-3-
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the judgment be quashed and the case sent back to the Spécial 
Court in Amsterdam;

CONSIDERING that in the disputed judgment it has been 
declared proved against the second appellant; that he in 
Zoschen, on various dates in the years 1S)44 and 194-5, making 
use of.the po^er, opportunity and means offered him by the 
enemy' and the fact of the enemy occupation of the Netherlands 
and of other ¿European countries - to ’.vit, employed in the 
German state service sacxx as a guard over the persons of var
ious nationalities residing in the penal camp at ¿oscnen, 
which persons had been deported or transferred to Germany, 
and by means of a rubber truncneon curried by him in the exe
cution of his duties, intentionally applied a system of ill- 
treatment in the said camp of which also persons deported or 
transferred from the Netherlands to Germany and detained in 
that camp were the victims, in that he at that time intention
ally, repeatedly and violently struck a great number of per
sons placed under his supervision with a blunt instrument so 
that severe bodily injury followed as a result of which var
ious of these persons died, it being understood that the ac
cused in particular intentionally and repeatedly made a person 
known to nis fellow-prisoner3 by the name Peters, or Piet the 
i^sterdsmmer, push a fully loaded wheelbarrow and when this 
person could not go on repeatedly and violently struck him 
with a blunt instrument until he fell down and did not get up 
again; whereby the accused as an official in the state service 
of the enemy acted within the limits of the powers allowed him 
as such, and in connection with the war unleashed by Germany 
against the Netherlands and other countries acted contrary to 
humanity, he, the accused, having intentionally perpetrated 
terrorism against Ketherlanders and.against persons"by the 
ill-treatment of whom the interest of the Netherlands was or 
could be harmed;

CONSIDERING with regard to the first ground of the second 
appellant which appears under c):

that the competence of the Special Court in the present 
case rests on the Special Courts Decree in connection"with 
arts.l, 4, par.l sub-division 1, and 27a of the Extraordinary 
penal Law ^ecree so that the only question which remains to 
be answered is whether in agreement with art.13a of the Gener
al Provisions that competence is subject to limitation, which 
question this appellant answers in the affirmative oftthe 
ground that he is not being tried on account of war crimes 
committed in this country but in his own country, Germany;

CONSIDERING, however, that since the first world war a 
swift development of international law has taken place in the 
direction, amont others, of the trying of war criminals either 
by an international court or by courts of the belligerent 
State which has been prejudiced, which last critérium can be 
found in the concluding words of art.4, Dar.l sub-divi3ion 1, 
of the Extraordinary penal La« ^ecree;

thvt the appeal_to art«3 of the London agreement of 
/ has been 8 ^ugust 1^45 which/xzx made at the sitting also fails since

this article only relates to the ’’major war criminals" to 
whom the appellant docs not belong;

that on the other hand art.6 of the said Agreement ex
pressly leaves o,;en the possibility of the trial of other war 
criminals by the courts of the contracting powers;

th-t the a -peal to the Declaration of Moscow made at the
—¿f—

f
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sitting in cassation also fuils, seeing that a regulation is 
only given thereby with regard to the trying of war crime.-.; 
committed in thé terrorities occupied at the time by the Ger
mans and not with regard to thos- which they coinmitted in 
Germany itself;

CONSIDERING that this sub-division carnut then lead to 
cassation;

CGI\SIDi2RIi\G thot however section a) has been rightly 
pleaded hecause from the evidence used by the Court it cannot 
follow that as a result of the severe bodily injury caused 
them various persons died, whereby this Court (of Cassation) 
further remarks, that according to the same declaration ±£xg±£ 
that death has been proved this is precisely v.hat does not 
appear in the case of the victim Peters, specially named by 
the Special Court in this connection;

CONSIDERING moreover, ex officio, that it is true that 
for the admissibility of the public Prosecutor (Openbaar .uiin— 
isterie) in a penal prosecution on the ground of art.4, par.l 
sub-diviaion 1^ it is not necessary for it to be put in the 
writ that the act was committed against or with regard to 
iJetherlanders or a Netherlands corporation, or that a Nether
lands interest has been or can be harmed, but that if, as here, 
those circumstances have indeed been charged and declared by 
the Court to have been proved this must then also appear out 
of the evidence used, which however is not the case here so 
that on this ground also the judgment cannot stand;

Quashes the disputed judgment;

Administering the law pursuant to art.106 of the Judicial 
Organisation -̂ aw:

Refers the case to the Special Court in the Hague 
(1 s-Grwenhage) in order thcit it may be tried afresh, attent
ion being paid to the acquittal given.

Judgment passed by;
Dr. Iiaga president

and pronounced at the public sitting of 9 i.larch 19*4-9.

sgd. Haga, S. van Brackel, L.W. ;.;outon, a .  Vos, F.J. Heeris,
H. van OOrdt.

prof. Dr. van Brackel )
Dr. ¡¿outon )
Vice-Admiral Vos )
Vice-Admiral Heeris )

Judges

¿lilitary Judges

in the presence of: 
Dr. van Oordt Clerk of the Court
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The Special Court at arnhem has passed the following 
judgment in tne case of the Public Prosecutor against:

Oskar Conrad GäHBIG,
born in Elm ( G e r . £ August 1906;
by occupation, head inspector of customs;
living at Dreibruderstrasze 18, Schlüttern (Ger.),
now detained in Arnhem Prison,

ACCUSED.

The Special Court;

In view of the investigation at the sitting;

Having heard the demand of the Chief Prosecutor;

Having heard the accused, assisted by Dr. B. Stoppelsteen,

advocate, Arnhem;

Considering that it has been charged against the accused 
that he:
I. on or about 15 February 1945, during and in connection with 

the war of aggression begun by Germany against the Kingdom 
of the Netherlands on 10 May 1940 but before 15 May 1945, 
in Almelo, at anyrate in the Netherlands, as Hauptsturm
führer in the service of or with the enemy, at anyrate in 
the military, state or public service of or with the enemy, 
intentionally contrary to the laws and customs of war to
gether with Hardegen, at anyrate alone, ordered F. Holbeck 
and F. Neubacher, subordinated to him, the accused, at any
rate a person subordinated to him, to shoot an arrestee of 
the Sicherheitspolizei in Almelo, as a result of which action 
> ' Neubacher and/or Holbeck the arrestee in question, R.J. 
Beverdam, lost his life;

II. on or about 8 Llarch 1945 in Apeldoorn, during and in connec
tion with the war of aggression begun by Germany against the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands on 10 May 1940 but before Iß May 
1945, as H^ptsturmführeiL.aud Kommandoführer of the Einsatz
kommando Apelaoorn, in the service of the enemy, at anyrate 
in the military, state or public service of or with the en
emy, knowing that about 150, at anyrate about 100 persons 
were going to be shot as a so-called reprisal for the attack 
a short while before on the Höhere SS- und Polizeiführer 
H.A. Rauter whereby the latter was wounded, intentionally 
contrary to the laws and customs of war caused a list to be 
drawn up of prisoners of the Einsatzkommando in Apeldoorn 
who came into consideration for making gart of that number 
and had this list passed on to Brigadefuhrer Schöngarth, 
these persons, at anyrate one or more of them, being shot
as a result of the one and the other;

III. on or about 8 L-srch 1945, during and in connection with the 
war of aggression begun by Germany against the Kingdom of 
the Netherlands on 10 May 1940 but before ¡¿ay 1945, at 
the place called "Woeste Hoeve", at anyrate in the Nether
lands, as Hauptsturmführer in the service of the German en
emy, at anyrate in the military, state or oublic service of 
or with the enemy, intentionally contrary to the laws and
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customs of war took measures for the shooting of 117» at 
anyrate of about 100 Netherlanders which took place as a 
so-called reprisal against the attack on H.A. xtauter refer
red to under II, these measures consisting in:
a. having the victims taken on his instructions to the 

"tfoeste Hoeve";
b. giving these victims over to the commandant of the execu

tion squad;
c. dividing the victims up into groups of 20 and telling 

them that they were going to be shot as a reprisal for 
an attack on a high-ranking Gerran soldier;

as a result of which way of acting on the accused*s part 
1 1 7, at anyrate a great number of Netherlanders lost their 
lives near the "Woeste Hoeve" through shooting;

IV. on or about 10 Aptil 19^5, during and in connection with 
the war of aggression begun by Germany against the Kingdom 
of the Netherlands on 10 iiiaji.,1940 but before 15#<May 1945, 
in Apeldoorn, as Hauptsturmfuhrer and Kommandofuhrer of the 
Einsatzkommando Apeldoorn of the Sicherheitspolizei, at any
rate in the ya'Bixg military, state or public service of or 
with the enemy, intentionally contrary to the laws and cus
toms of war charged his subordinate R.G.T. Ohmstedt to see 
to the shooting of a number of prisoners, as a result of 
which action by the said Ohmstedt 12, at anytate a number 
of prisoners lost their lives in the "Lager Kia" in Apel
doorn through shooting;
he, the accused, having committed the actions mentioned un
der I-IV while he knew, at anyrate understood, that the per
sons to be shot had not been sentenced to death by any judi
cial pronouncement and that a reprisal meusure allowed by 
international law was not concerned here;

CONSIDERING that the accused has pleaded thet the Court is 
incompetent to take judicial notice of that charged because het 
the accused, has the status of a prisoner of war and therefore
on the ground of the Geneva Convention of 1929 only a military
board, and that a German board, would be competent to deal with 
that charged;

CONSIDERING that the Court rejects this plea because, leav
ing aside as to whether the accused is or is not a prisoner of
war and xirfcte whether the said convention does contain such a
provision, that convention is only apjiicable to punishable acts 
committed during captivity;

CONSIDERING that the accused also invokes the incompetency 
of the Court ofi the ground that this competency would contravene 
the sovereignty of the German State and on the ground that the 
Netherlands judge would then be administering the law in a mat
ter affecting his own interests;

CONSIDERING that the Court rejects this plea also because 
the competency of the Netherlands judge rests" on art. 27a, 
Extraordinary Penal Law -^ecree, which contains a delegation to 
the national legislator of the competency of international jus
tice;

CONSIDERING that the Court does not consider that charged 
under II and Ilia to be legally and convincingly proved bo that 
therefore the accused must be acquitted of the same;

CONSIDERING with respect to that charged under I that at
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the sitting of the court the following, huve stated in substance: 
accused:

D n ¿5 September 1944 I was appointed Kommandoführer of the 
¿¡insatzkommando of the SIrO in Almelo; my rank was Hauptsturm
fuhrer.

Untersturmführer Hardegen was attached to me as Kriminal- 
sekretSr.

On 11 February 1945 I received news that 2 uerraan soldiers 
were said to have been snot dead in Jierden by the illegal move
ment, the supposed author being said to have committed suicide 
while being pursued. Hardegen reported wh&t had happened to 
the B.d.s. (Befehlshaber der Sicherheitspolizei) and asked for 
the shooting of 50 hostages as a reprisal. The B.d.S however 
at once refused the high number of 50 and gave me orders to 
have 5 arrestees from w'ierden municipality shot as a deterrent. 
Hardegen told me next day that three arrestees had been bröught 
in from «iierden. One of them was released at once seeing that 
he Wc's an ii.S.B. man, the second arrestee was let go shortly 
after as it turned out he was the father of a large family.
About 13 February 1945 I, together with Hardegen, then gave my 
subordinates Holbeck and Keubacher orders in the Dienststelle 
in ülmelo to shoot the third arrestee whose name v/as Beverdam.

I remeiaber that on the evening of the same day the said 
Keubacher reported at the Dienststelle that Beverdam had been 
shot while attempting to escape.

witness g. Keubacher:
¿t the end of the war I was with the ¿¡insatskommando of 

The SIp O at Almelo; my chief was Kommandoführer GeBbig, Unter
sturmführer Hardegen was Kriminalsekret'ar.

During a shooting affray in Zierden at the beginning of 
February 1945 two German soldiers were shot dead* That same 
day 2 arrestees were brought into the Dienststelle in Almelo;
I think I remember that they were clandestine slaughterers from 
Zierden. The accused Gerbig gave Holbeck and me orders to shoot 
these arrestees as hostages. After during an fberrogation of 
the arrestees it turned out that one of the men was the father 
of 6 children this latter was released by Gerbig's orders. The 
execution of the other arrestee, whom I found to be called Bev
erdam, had to bo carried out according to the accused. Some 
hours later Hardegen came to Holbeck and me and again gave orders 
to shoot the arrestee in question, adding further instructions 
as to the spot where the execution must take place. That same 
evening - it is possible th3t it was 13 February 1945 - Holbeck 
and I took the arrestee Beverdam with us from the Dienststelle 
to the Huis van ¿ewaring (detention prison), /¿hen on the way 
there the arrestee made an attempt to escape we shot him dead, 
nfter having made certain that the man was dead we returned to 
the Dienststelle and reported that the order had been carried 
out, after which the Netherlands police was warned that the body 
of a man was lying in the Born^sestraat.

witness F.H. Holbeck:
1 was with tne ¿insatzkommendo of the SIrO at Almelo at 

the end of the war* i.y chief was iiauptSturmführer Gerbig; 
Untersturmführer Hardegen was iCriminalsekretar.

In the beginning of February 1945 two arrestees, who prov
ed to be clandestine slaughterers, were brought into the Dienst
stelle in Almelo. The same^day Keubacher and I received orders 
from our chief, Hauptsturmführer Gerbig, and from Hardegen to 
shoot both arrestees as hostages for the death of 2 German sol
diers. As it proved that one of the arrestees was the father
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of a large family the order to execute this person was later 
withdrawn by Gerbig. ns far as the other arrestee, a man who 
turned out to be called ¿everdom, was concerned both feerbig and 
Hardegen stuck to it that he must be shot. Gerbig and Hardegen 
charged us to make it appear as if the arrestee was shot when 
running away. The same evening - about 13 February 1945 - we 
carried but this commission, we took tfte man with us from the 
Dienststelle in the direction of the Grote Straat. At a given 
moment Keubacher and I shot him simultaneously in the back of 
the head with our pistols; he appeared to have been killed im
mediately.

CONSIDERING that from the extract from the register of 
deaths of the ./ierden municipality appears that on 13 February 
1945

Rikus Johannes Beverdam,
son of J.H. Beverdam and J. ./olters, 

died in Almelo;

CONSIDERING with regard to that charged under 111(b) and 
(c), that the following stated in substance at the sitting of 
the Court: 
accused:

In March 1945 I was Kommandofuhrer of the Einsatxkommando 
of the SIPO in Apeldoorn. I had the>trank of Hauptsturmfuhrer.
I was informed by my chief, Brigadefiihrer Schongarth, that as 
a reprisal for the attack on Rauter, which had taken place on
6 March, a large number of Netherlanders would be shot on 8 March 
near, among others, the "V/oeste Hoeve1*. On 7 March I received 
orders from Kolitz that I was to have the prisoners who would be 
brought to my Dienststelle from the other Dienststellen, togeth
er with those prisoners present in Apeldoorn, transported to the 
"V/oeste Hoeve"*and to give them over* there to the commandant of 
the execution squad to be shot. The following morning - 8 March- 
I got everything ready for the prisoners* departure and then my
self went off to the "V/oeste Hoeve". The prisoners were taken 
in motor-busses to near the "Woeste Hoeve'*, then from the busses 
were escorted in groups of twenty to the spot where the execution 
would take place. There the victims were formed up in a long 
row and I read them out the Reich Commissioner's decree in which 
it was said that they would be shot dead as a reprisal for the 
attack on Rauter. iifter this I gave them over to the commandant 
of the execution squad who each time gave the squad the order to 
fire. The firing squad consisted of about 50 soldiers from a 
"daffen Schule" belonging to the Ordnungspolizei. The fallen 
were examined by a doctor to see which of them must have a fin
ishing shot. Not many finishing shots were given. Each time 
after an execution the place of this was screened off by German 
soldiers. Each following batch of 20 prisoners was then formed 
up 50 metres further along the grass verge of the road. I told 
each batch that they were going to be shot as a reprisal for an 
attack on a high-ranking German soldier, after which the batch 
was given over to the commandant of the execution squad. In all 
117 prisoners were shot in this way. Witness Slagter acted as 
interpreter at the reading of the announcement. Hauptsturmfuhr— 
er was at the execution part of the time.

witness M. Slar,ter:
j^arly in the morning of 8 ¿larch 1945 I deceived orders to 

go with Kriminalrat Harders to the "woeste Hoeve" - the plate 
where there had been an attack on Rauter two days before. Arriv
ed there I saw that at the spot where the attack had taken plade
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the ground was cordoned off by ¿D and German police officials* 
Geibig informed me that a shooting; v;as to take place there as 
a reprisal for the attack on Rauter. A number of prisoners 
were then lined up and a firing squad took pp\Lts position in 
front of them. Gerbig then told these prisoners that they were 
to be killed as a reprisal for the attack on Rauter. 1 then re
ceived orders to act as interpreter and each time to translate 
the announcement, ¿ach time that 20 prisoners were lined up 
Gerbig read out the announcement which I then translated, after 
which the prisoners were shot dead after an order given by an 
officer of the Grüne Polizei.

witness H.a. Harders:
krom February T94-5 1 was working as Hauptsturmfjihrer and

Kriminalrat with the SIPO in Zwolle. On the morning of 7 March
I heard that an attack had been made on Rauter. I received or
ders from Kolitz to hold an investigation at the 3pot. I took 
Bartels and dlagter with me. At midday that same^day I had an 
interview with ¿Jchbngarth at Gerbig*s house. Schöngarth told 
me that he had been sent for by the Reich Commissioner in con
nection with reprisals to be taken. The next morning - 8 March- 
I went again to the ’Woeste Hoeve" and was present at part of 
the execution. I think about 117-120 persons were shot then.

When the order was given for the reprisal shooting the in
vestigation was in my opinion only in the first stagesnnd there 
was no question of its being doomed to failure from the begin
ning, on the contrary there was a reasonable chance of getting 
hold of the authors.

CONSIDERING with regard to that charged under IV, that the 
following stated in substance at the sitting: 
accused:

In April 1945 I was Hauptsturmführer and Kommandoführer of 
the Sinsatzkommando of the oIPO in Apeldoorn. Kriminalsekretär 
Ohmstedt was my subordinate.

About 10 April by order of my chief Schöngartfi I gave thee 
said Ohmstddt orders in Apeldoorn to shoot 12 prisoners, shut up 
in the tfillem III barracks as so-called ,rbad cases", on account 
of ,,Feindbegunstigung". I had before this talked over with 
Ohmstedt where the execution must take place. With that object 
I got into touch with the "Lager Mia" in Apeldoorn in order to 
ask permission for the shooting to take place in its grounds.
I charged Ohmstedt with the carrying out of this particular mis
sion and did not bother myself further with it. It is possible 
that after it was over Ohmstedt informed me that the order had 
been carried out.

witnessR.G.T. Ohmstedt:
ln lŷ i? I was ¿riminalsekretar with the iiinsatzkommando of 

the ¿JIPO in Apeldoorn. On 10 or 12 April I received a verbal 
order in Apeldoorn from my chief, Hauptsturmführer Gerbig,to shoot 
12 arrestees who were in the Willem III barracks. The prisoners 
were taken in two groups to the "Lager Hia" where the execution 
took place, ¿ix men were shot each time. About an hour before 
the execution I told the prisoners in the Willem III barracks 
that they were to be shot. The execution was carried out swift
ly and correctly. The men all had head and heart wounds, two 
were given finishing shots. Directly after the execution I con
vinced myself that the men were dead and did this once again be
fore we buried the bodies. After the execution wgs over I re
ported at the Dienststelle that the order had been carried out 
and handed the names of the persons shot to Gerbig.
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CONSIDERING with regard to that charged under I, III a^d 
IV that at the sitting the accused stated that at the time of 
the acts charged he knew that the war of aggression begun by 
Germany against the Netherlands on 10 i.lay 1940 was still going 
on;

tnat he, accused, also knew that the German courts of law 
had been elosed down by Rauter at the end of 1944; that he knew 
that none of the persons to be shot had been condemned to d$eith 
by any judicial pronouncement.

In none of the cases were the victims allowed spiritual 
assistance.

CONSIDERING that it is also a fact of general knowledge 
that international law, and in particular the Rules of Land 
Warfare in arts.46 and 50, lays on the occupier the duty of 
respecting the lives of persons, which most certainly contains 
a prohibition to shoot people dead,or collaborate therein,with
out any form of judicial proceedings, and also that, exfept un
der special circumstances which have not appeared at the sitting, 
anyone of accused^ education and position who carries out act
ions such as stated under I, III and IV of the indictment must 
in substance have been asquainted with this rule of internation
al law;

CONSIDERING that it is equally a fact of general knowledge 
that - except in special circumstances which have not appeared 
in the present case at the sitting - anyone of accused's educat
ion and position who for a number of months filled a post as 
Kommandofuhrer with the SD must necessarily have known that ex
ecutions such as those stated under I, III and IV, whereby there 
there was no talk of a proper investigation as to the authors 
of the alleged sabotage, or where as in the ease under I the 
author was known and was dead, where moreover there was no talk 
of any proportion to the alleged sabotage and whereby persons 
were shot who were in no way guilty of the alleged sabotage, 
which executions, finally, were carried out without the vic

tims being allowed spiritual aid, were contrary to the laws and 
customs of war and were not permitted as reprisals by internat
ional law;

CONSIDERING that the facts and circumstances appearing 4a 
in the above evidence and the facts and circumstances of gener
al knowledge named above constitute an equal number of causal 
facts and circumstances on the grounds of which the Special 
Court considers proved and has been convinced that the accused 
committed that with which he is charged under I, III h hSx SC (t>) 
and (c), and IV, it being under-stood that he, on or about 15 
February 1945, during fehd in connection with the war of aggres
sion begun by Germany against the Kingdom of the Netherlands 
on 10 May 1940, in Almelo^as Hauptsturmfuhrer in the service of 
the enemy intentionally contrary to the laws and customs of war 
together and in conjunction with Hardegen ordered F. Holbeck and 
F. Neubacher, subordinated to him, the accused, to shoot an ar
restee of the Sicherheitspolizei in Almelo, as a result of which 
action by Neubacher and Holbeck the arrestee in question, H.J. 
Beverdam, lost his life;

on 8 March 1945, during and in connection with the war of 
aggression begun by Germany against the Kingdom of the Nether
lands on 10 ¡.lay 1940 but before 15 ¿lay 194p, xHxftjhcidt&xxxx3{XKfifc— 
xtacrz±khxEi at the place called ",,‘oeste Hoeve,f, as Hauptsturm
fuhrer in the service of the German enemy intentionally contrary 
to the laws end customs of war took measures for the shooting 
of 117 Netherlanders^which took plsce as a so-called reprisal
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against the attack on H.A. Rauter, and among; other things gave 
the victims over to the commandant of the execution squad and 
told the victims that they were going to be shot as a reprisal 
for an attack on a high-ranking German soldier; as a result of 
which way of acting on the accused's part 117 Ketherlanders lost 
their lives near the "'»Voeste Hoeve" through shooting;

on or about 10 April 1945, during and in connection with 
the war of aggression begun by Germany against the Kingdom of 
the Netherlands but before 15 l«iay 1945» in ^peldoorn, as Haupt— 
sturmfuhrer and Kommandofuhrer of the ¿¡insatzkommando Apeldoora 
of the Sicherheitspolizei intentionally contrary to the laws and 
customs of war charged his subordinate R.G.T. Ohmstedt to see to  
the shooting of. a number of prisoners, as a result of which act
ion by the said Ohmstedt 12 prisoners lost their lives in the 
"Lager ilia" througn shooting;
he, the accused, having committed the said actions while he knew 
that the persons to be shot had not been sentenced to death by 
any judicial pronouncement and that a reprisal measure allowed 
by international law was not concerned here;

COKSIDi'RIIiC nevertheless with relation to that charged 
under III, that the Court explains the words "as a result of 
which way of acting" as follows: that by these it is not meant 
that the accused was the person solely or mainly responsible, 

f ~came about but what is intended by them is, that the result in question/"* 
as a joint consequence of his way of acting;

CONSIDERING that the Court does not deem proved that which 
was more or otherwise gharged under I, 1 1 1(b) and(c), and IV 
than is declared above to bo proved;

CONSIDERING that what has thus been proved constitutes the 
crime of:

During the time of the present war before ^5 &ay 1945 in 
the state service of the enemy being guilty of any war crime as 
expressed in art.6 under (b) of the Charter belonging to the 
London Agreement of 8 August 1945, promulgated by Royal Decree 
of 4 Januafcy 1946 (Stat. bk. G 5)» committed more than once; 
provided for and made punishable by art.57» Penal Code, and 
arts.ll and 27a, iixtraordinary penal Law decree; 
which crime contains at the same time the elements of, at any— 
rate shows the most resserablance to the crimes: 
under I : During the time of the present war but before 15 May
1945, intentionally by misuse of authority together and in con
junction with another inciting to the crime of murder, whereby 
the offender made use of the power offered him by the enemy; 
under 111(b) and (c): During the time of the present war but
before I5 i«ay 194?, intentionally helping to commit the crime 
of murder, wherebji the offender made use of the power offered 
him by the enemy, committed more than once;
under IV: During the time of the present war but before 15 I»iay
1̂ )45, intentionally by misuse of authority inciting to the crime 
of murder, whereby the offender made use of the power offered 
him by the eneny, committed more than once;

CONSIDERIKG that the accused is therefore punishable, no 
circumstance having appeared which would remove or exclude his 
penal liability;

CONSlDi^RING that the accused has in the first place pleaded 
that art.27a, Extraordinary Penal Law, is not binding because 
it goes against the nulla poena principle and by so-doing
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counter to one of tho elementary principles of the criminal law, 
to the Declaration of i.ioscow of 1-11-1943 and also to the "Declar
ation of riuman Rights" of 10 December 1948 made by the United 
Nations;

CONSIDERING that the Court rejects this plea because the 
said principle,for so far as it demands a previou&Jy laid down 
penal liability and a threat of punishment, is in no way an abso
lute principle of law that can never be traversed by other prin
ciples, while the declaration of LIoscow in no single respect re
fers to this principle and while the Declaration of the United 
Nations, leaving aside that there is no talk of this being an 
international law convention, does not, as appears from the his
tory of its coming about, desire in any way to prejudice the trial 
of war criminals;

CONSIDERING therefore that the thesis is incorrect that the 
nulla poena principle is one from which, according to internat
ional law as this holds good, it would never be possible to de
viate ;

CONSIDERING that the accused has next pleaded that the act
ions declared proved were permitted as reprisal measures by inter
national law;

CONSIDERING that this plea must already be rejected for the 
reason that, leaving on one side what remaining conditions must 
be fulfilled for the admissibility of reprisals, in any case it 
is not permissible to kill civilians who, as in the present case, 
are absolutely innocent of the act of sabotage, or of alleged 
sabotage, in the matter of which the reprisals are taken;

CONSIDERING that the Court will immediately add here that, 
since it can be very certainly be imagined that there is a cer
tain amount of uncertainty in international law regarding this 
point, it is the opinion of the Court that for the question as 
to whether the intention of acting contrary to international law 
is present in the accused's case the opinion most favourable to 
the latter must be followed;

CONSIDERING that the accused has next pleaded that the act
ions declared proved were permissible because the occupier must 
resort to such acts against acts of sabotage and terrorism and 
out of self-preservation;

CONSIDERING that this plea must be rejected because the com
bating of resistance by the occupier is bound under internation
al law by rules, which rules cannot be set aside out of consider
ations of self-preservation;

CONSIDERING that the accused has further pleaded that he 
acted "by order of his superiors, that not to have followed up 
orders given by a higher authority would have cost him his life, 
th3t a refusal on his part would also have exposed the members 
of his family to reprisal measures;

CONSIDERING that, for so far as this is an appeal to a state 
of distress which would justify tho act, the Special Court rejects 
this plea for the reason that a special duty in lav/ was imposed 
by international lav/ on the accused, who acted as the organ of 
the occupier, to protect the lives of the civilian population of 
occupied territory and he was not allowed to attack* these civil
ians directly in their iLives in order to assure the safety of his
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own li£e and the interests of his relatives, leaving 8side the 
further fact that the accused has failed to make admissible the 
factual correctness of the plea;

CONSIDERING that, for so far as the accused by this makes 
an appeal to duress the Court rejects this appeal^since it has 
not appeared that he was compelled to his actions purely by 
duress, whereby the Court however has an open eye to the diffic
ult position in which the accused found himself as a subordin
ate in the German system, that the Court will express this in 
the punishment to be imposed on the accused;

CONSIDERING that the accused has objected that the inten
tion of acting; contrary to international law was lacking as far 
as he was concerned, because he could in all good faith think 
that the orders given were lawful and that it could not be de
manded of him as a subordinate that he should test orders given 
as to their lawfulness;

CONSIDERING that the accused's intention of acting con
trary to international law is already sufficiently proved by 
what was considered about the evidence regarding this;

CONSIDERING that the Court hereby takes it as self-evident 
that it can only be required of a subordinate that he should 
not unquestioningly follow given orders if from their contents 
serious doubts as to their lawfulness must arise in the sub
ordinate's mind;

CONSIDERING however that in the cases declared proved the 
orders were of such a nature that they must necessarily have 
raised a doubt in the accused's mind as to their lav/fulness;

that, moreover, if it concerns orders from an authority 
which does not recoil from repeatedly violating international 
law, which was certainly the case with the head administration 
of the German Sicherheitspolizei (which must necessarily have 
been known to the accused who had already worked for some months 
with the SIPO), soverer standards must be laid down for accept
ing such good faith than would be the case for orders from an 
authority which in general keeps to the rules of international 
law;

CONSIDERING finally that this plea of the accused, that he 
was of good faith, is contrary to his own statement that in the 
cases under III and IV he tried to get away from these orders, 
as well as to his own statement that in the "Woeste Hoeve" case 
he requested Dr. Schongarth to postpone the reprisals seeing 
that only such a short time had*passed between the reprisals 
and the attack which had been made;

CONSIDERING that the accused next pleads that he cannot be 
reproached with Germany's having begun the war contrary to inter
national lav;, and also that he cannot have known that Germany 
did begin the war contrary to international law;

CONSIDERING that the Court rejects this plea since the ac
cused is only reproached with having broken rules by which he 
was bound, without considering whether the war had or had not 
been begun contrary to international law;

CONSIDERING that the accused has further pleaded that he 
cannot be tried according to the rules of the London Agreement
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and those of the extraordinary renal l*av. Decree;of the existence 
of which he did.not know at the time of the act, but the Court 
rejects this plea because knowledge of ponal provisions is not 
in any way required for intent in the sense of fcfrE criminal law;

CONSIDERING that,with regard to that under III which has 
been declared proved, the accused has specially pleaded in ad
dition that reprisals permitted by international law were con
cerned here and that thero was no disproportion in this case 
since it concerned an attack on his supreme chief;

CONSIDERING that the Court also rejects this appeal to good 
faith,since anyone of accused's education andppsition must neces
sarily have understood that in the matter of an attack on one 
person, whoever he might be, the execution of 117 victims who 
were themselves guiltless of the attack surpasses all jgagmfcryx 
measure; leaving alone that, too, the investigation here as to the 
author was only in the beginning stage and for this reason the 
accused himself, so he says, asked for the execution to be post
poned;

CONSIDERING that the accused, with relation to that under 
IV declared proved, has finally pleaded that these acts were 
justified because he had repeatedly issued a warning to the re
sistance movement that sharp reprisals would follow new acts of 
sabotage;

CONSIDERING that the Court rejects this plea,because* a 
previous warning on the part of the occupier cannot put aside 
rules of international law;

CONSIDERING as to the punishment to be imposed on the accused
i

CONSIDERING that very serious breaches of duty in internat
ional lav/ and serious measures of terrorism are concerned here, 
which were the cause, or joint cause, that a great number of per
sons lost their lives, while as Kommandant of an Einsatzkommando 
the accused bore a great responsibility;

CONSIDERING that on the other hand the Court is convinced 
that the accused was never heart and soul behind those measures, 
that he repeatedly made attempts to escape from carrying out 
those orders or to have them postponed, and that on one occasion 
he prevented more serious measures, whereby the Court will at 
the same time take into consideration the difficult position in 
which the accused found himself as a subordinate in a German 
system;

CONSIDERING that on the grounds stated the punishment to 
be announced further on is in agreement with the nature of the 
acts committed and the circumstances under which they were com
mitted as these have appeared at the sitting;

CONSIDERING that at the sitting the Court has obtained the 
impression that the accused is in a state to work;

In view further of arts.2?, 47, 48, 49 and 289,_Penal Code 
and 1, 2, 2» 7, ?b, and 28, Extraordinary Penal Lav; Decree;
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ADUINIST£RIN G TH2 LAW:

Declares the accused guilty of the crimc qualified and de
clared above proved and on that account punishable;

Sentences the accused in the matter to TiiK YiSABS imprison
ment, this punishment to be whodly served in a State Labour 
Colony;

Decrees that the time spent in custody by the convicted
person since 5 *"ay 1945 be fully deducted when the prison sen
tence imposed is being served;

Declares not proved anything more or otherwise charged 
against the accused than as has been declared proved 8bove.

Acquits him thereof.

Judgment passed by;

Dr. J.A.G. Baron de Vos van Steenwijk President
Prof. Drf D. van ¿¡ck Judge
¿lajor H.J. Strootman Military Judge

in the presence of:
Dr. H.H. Kirchheiner Clerk of the Court

and pronounced at the open sitting of the said Special Court,
1 July 1949.

Sgd. De Vos van Steenwijk, Df van J3ck, Strootman,
H.H. Kirchheiner.

K.B. The relevant paragraphs of art.49, Penal Code, read:

"The maximum of the major penalties laid down for the cri^e 
shall be diminished by a third for complicity.

In deciding the penalty only those actions come into con
sideration which the accomplice intentionally made easy or pro« 
moted, as well as their results."

o^Jh • 2-7 » CtrzLu 7 *

w o
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N E T H E R L A N D S  R E P R E S E N T A T IV E  

O N  T H E  U N IT E D  N A T IO N S  W A R  C R IM ES 

C  O  M  M  I S S I O  N

R e f . x x i I a / 1 5 5 .

Ro o m 3 1 1 .  I . a n i i l i i w n f  l l u u i r .a ■■.. ■ ii*. i; .... ....
B c r k f l r y  S q u a r e .  L o n d o n .  W . l .

■ t » i
T r!<■ phono : Grotvenor 4060 « il . 30M W .U. ....  iJ~

Carel van Bijlandtlaan 1, 

D M  HAAG.

27 ¿ la y  1 9 4 9 .

Dear Dr. Litawski,

I am so sorry not to have sent you any more trans

lations of judgments this month as I had hoped. I have one 

waiting but was asked to hold it over as the man in question 

is appealing and the Bijzondere Raad van Csssatie (Special 

Court of Cassation) may have something interesting to say.

I shall haye the final result I hope on ray return from my 

holiday and will then send the two together, also anything 

else which I shall then find of interest. By that time some 

further Cassation judgments will have been delivered, most 

of the "interesting” accused or the Chief Prosecutors having 

appealed.

Yours sincerely,

secretary to Commander Mouton

Dr. J.J. Litawski,
Consultant on *ar Crime trials,
Division of Human Rights,
Russell Square House,
Russell Square,
LONDON. W.C.l.
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Tels TÜRminus SuBl Russell square house, 
Russell Square, 
London, w.C.l.

6th iîay, lü49.

Dear iliss nweeny,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 21st April 
and for the attached document concerning the Rauter case.

Regarding the penal provisions, your previous translations 
are available here, and it will therefore only be necessary 
for you to provide any other Dutch provisions which have not 
yet been supplied by you. ,<e shall be very grateful to 
receive these«

Yours sincerely,

J.J.Litawski,
Consultant on Jar Crime Trials, 

Division of Iîuman Rights.

iiiss J.B.Sweeny, .
Carel van Bijlandtlaan 1, 
Den Haag,
Holland*
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N E T H E R L A N D S  R E P R E S E N T A T IV E  

O N  T H E  L 'N tT E D  N A T IO N S  W A R  C R IM E S  

C  I S S I  O  N

R o o m  3 1 1 .  l . i n i J o «  n r  H u u i t
.¿ .-. l i . I. k u . . .  h i . . . . .

R o r k r l o  S t iM J f c .  L o n d o n .  W . l .
 .................■  . .  ■ 1. i .  ■ . > W
T clip h o m * : Grottenor 4(V«0 <xl. 30M  
T«i»f»iiiii WiMii««  ♦ i i i. J i)~

Oarel van Bijlandtlaan 1 
Del. iLVAG.

^ef.XAlla/153. 21 ,tpril 1949.

jJear Jr. Litawski,

before Commander ^iouton went to Geneva he asked 
me, in connection v.ith a letter he had received from you, 
to look out for and translate any judgments of Netherlands 
Courts on German war criminals which seem to be of interest 
and to send you my translations. You will then receive such 
from time to time as I can fit them in between '.vork I am do
ing for the ministry of Justice, and to begin with here are

1. a request by Ii<iUTAH'S counsel for a revision of the case

2. the .Special Court of Cassation's reply rejecting this;

3. the i.etherlands pronisions of lav; referred to.

The original judgment on HAUtLwi and the opecial Court of 
Cassation's judgment on his appeal were sent to .Or. Brand 
and will certainly have been reported on in the Ui;.<CC 
“Law Reports of Trials of war Criminals", appearing in one 
or more of the volumes XIII, XI/ and aV.

I wonder whether it would be possible for you to 
get a set of the copies of renal rrovisions I have supplied 
:<.r. Brand with. This would save me work (I am iny own typist 
for everything) for I would then only have to translate any 
ne.v provision, that is one not already supplied. If however 
it is too late and the office in Lansdov/ne douse closed, I 
will of course enclose the relevant provisions with each 
judgment.

I shall be away for June but will try to send you 
something farther before then.

Yours sincerely,

.Secretary. \j

^r. J. Litawski,
U.K. Offices, 
xiussell square douse, 
xiussell oquare, 

t ./.C.
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ïo the oneciel Court 
of Caseation,
1 s-Gravenhat e.

:ians ».lbin H.gji ,\i. here represented by his counsel 
Ur. K.van Rijckevorsel, respectfully maxes kno.vn:

that he requests a revision of tne judgment p$8unced against 

him by the Court on 12 January 19^9» basing this request on the 

ground of the circumstance tnat the deneral assembly of the 

United nations - object of the oan Francisco charter of 1945 

(¿Statute rook i.o F253 '~nc F521) - which Assembly ■*as held in 

raris on 10 .December 1948, drew up, accepted and proclaimed the 

"Universal Declaration of numan Rights";

that at its sitting on 20 uctober 1948 this circumstance 

did not appear to the Jourt, £ivin£ its own judgment in conform
ity with art.105 of the Judicial Organisation Law, and this 

circumstance does not seem compatible with the judgment, in this 

sense that there exists a strong suspicion that had this cir

cumstance been kno.vn the investigation of the case would have 

led to less severe penal provisions bein^ declared applicable;

that the aforementioned circumstance appears from the 

"United I\ at ions Bulletin” of 1 January 1949;

tliat had it known of the fact that on 10 December 1948 

the United Nations, the iietherlanos '.'mong them, ^ave substance 

to the concepts "lois de 1 1 hum:;nit£" and "exigences de la con

science publique" employed in tne ii?>gue Convention of 190?, the 

Court would have applied the said Jonvcntion .vhen passing judg

ment and consequently with regard to the applicant .vould hsve 

observed the motherlands' duty in international la.v that "les 

populations et les belligérants restent sous la sauvegarde et 

sous l'empire des principes du croit des gens, tels qu'ils 

résultent des usnçes établis entre nations civilisées, des lois 

de l'humanité et des exigences de la conscience publique";

that further had it known of the aforesaid fact the Court 

in its judgment would have applied the oan Francisco Charter 

of 1945 and cons^equently would have t ken into consideration 

with regard to the soplicaiït the Netherlands1 duty in internat

ional law, "in promoting and encouraging respect for human 

rights (arts.l, 55 and 56 of the Charter);

that according to arts.2, 7 ¿me 50 of the "Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights" the saiu hu»oan rights b e l o n g  to
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every individual,so tn:it since 10 December 1946 applicant not 

only comes under the protection of the Hapue Convention of 190? 

but also under that of the -»an Francisco Charter of 1945;

that as a result of the extraordinary ne.v fact that on 

10 December 1948 the United ¿«ations proclaimed human rights, 

substance is not only £iven Co the iia^ue Jonvention of 1907 

but also to tnc uun FrancisS&a£icf945j before the contents of 

*hich conventions a Netherlands statutory provision which con

flicts .vith tne sarce must £:ive way* at anyrate the application 

of such a provision must be left aside;

that even should this however not be the case the Court 

will not surely wish to have pronounced a judgment whereby

penal provisions contrary to those human rights unanimously
\

laid down, accepted and proclaimed by all civilised nations in 

the world, therefore contrary to principles of humanity and 

justice, are applied, for which reason in conformity with Neth

erlands law applicant appeals to the extraordinary remedy in 

law of a revision in order that he may yet be able to avail 

himself of the said extx*aorainary new fact;

that in art.27a, B.B.iS. (Besluit Buitengewone dtrafrecht 

i.e. Extraordinary Penal Law Decree) is the rule, the prohibition 

of the commission of war crimes and crimes against humanity, 

which prohibition according to the Court existed before 1940, 

not only for otates but also for persons who, like the appli

cant, committed violations of the Ha^ue Convention of 1907 by 

order of or pursuant to regulations by their Government or their 

superiors;

that ti*.is rule is the s ime as that already long existing 

in art.91 of the ..dlitary Penal Law for an infraction of which 

a maximum of three years* imprisonment is laid down;

that art.91» ..ilitary Penal Law, not only holds g,ood for 

men of the i.etherlands forces but also, as appears from the 

words "he who", in connection with art.66, military Penal Law, 

for "every person subject to military jurisdiction";

that therefore art.91, military renal Law, also holds good 

for Germans or persons in the German service who were guilty 

in the ¿\etherlands of the war crimes and crimes against humanity 

forbidden in the xia^ue Convention of 1907, seeing that accord

ing to art.78 of the Introducing .*ict of the military Penal and 

Disciplinary Law, in connection with a r t .4, ¿.ilitary ¿enal Law,

-3-
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ana :.rt.2 of the penal Lav., the military jud{_e has jurisdiction 

regarding all the crimes specified in the ¿..ilit'jry renal Code 

.vhich are committed in a part of. that territory of the riealm 

declared to be in a state of it being unnecessary to

demonstrate further that the st'nte of proclaimed by

Koyal Jecree of 19 April 1940 (statute Book 165) remained in 

being during the occupation which mi{.ht at any tiae partially 

or entirely cose to an end;

thut however as e result of the introduction of art.27a,

B.B.b., into the Lav; of^uuly 1947 (dt.itute Book H 233) the 

fecial Courts and opecial Court of Cassation are again impli

citly, even if quite superfluously, accorded jurisdiction over 

persons having been inAGerman service;

that art.91, Military Penal Law, has however remained 

applicable to persons having been in the German service who in 

this country are declared guilty of war crimes and crimes against 

humanity, because according to art.l, under 1°, B.B.o., the pro

visions of thrit decree are applicable to art.91, military ■‘•enal 

Law, while, according to art.2, L.B.o., in connection with the 

aforementioned art.66, military ren^l law, art.91, i.ilitary Penal 

Law, holds good for all persons subject to the jurisdiction of 

the opecial Courts and dpecial Court of Cassation;

that a distinction must be msde between the aforesaid 

(superfluous) granting of jurisdiction, the aforesaid (super

fluous) rule and the sanction or rather penal provision;

that the fact of the proclamation of hum?in rights only 

allows the appc ..ant to come back to the application of the sanc

tion or penal provision of that rule laid down in art.27a, B.B.o* 

th-it then in the first place the applicant appeals to art.7 

of the "Universal Jeclaration of .luman Rights", reading:

fjjjL ¿<14U.1L B-iir'OL'Lj 1'iLi Lilw rt.i*D Ai'ii!» jii'i'l'xTLjjD w ITHOLTJ? ANY 
UIoGRIiVilKATICi'< TO i^U aL  P.iOx^Ci Iwiv OB’ TlliS L*v*. ? ALL «JCii ¿¿»TITLiD 
TO E^UaL x-P.OT^CTIJK AGAlivoi' AkY xJldCHL.IiiATlOiN IK VIOLATION OF 
Til Id  DivCLARATIOtf Alii) AGAlitei AhY Ir.CITi,»i TO JLCH DldCRIMIK- 
ATIOIi.

th*3t it is self-evident th t the penal provision (sanction) 

appearing in par.2 of art.27a, B.B.o., which was laid dov.n for 

a violation of tne rules of the said art.27a, b.B.o., a good 

two years after hostilities had ended, is flagrantly contrary 

to the aforementioned human right belonging to each one, to 

the applicant also therefore, for it is exclusively persons 

having been in the Cex'man service who are affected by that
- 4 -
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penal provision, ..hile all other persons coming under the jur

isdiction of the Cpecial »jurisdiction (bijzondere Uechtspleging) 

may only tc punished for tlio same ju r crimes and crimes against 
humanity as th/ose of /.nich applicant. is declared guilty in the 

disputed sentence, by a maximum impi'isonment of three yei.rs;

tnut therefore had it K.no.sn of the fact of tne aforemen

tioned human rii nt the Court, on the ground of tne duties in 

international lri.. laid upon the Netherlands by the Hague Conven

tion of 1907 :.«nd tne oiin Francisco Charter of 1945 to respect 

human ri^nts, would not have applied the pexial provision of 

art.27a, oar.2, B.B.o., as bein(- one-sidedly directed against 

persons having been in the German service;

that to a very important extent the Court h'-is deviated in 

favour of the s^^licant from the judgment passed on him by the 

Special Court in 's-Gravennage, through the Court having decided 

tnat the applicant's actions appearing under I,II,V,VI and VII, 

which were declared to have been proved, do not contain the 

elements of the crimes of arts.278, 262 and 289 of the Penal 

Law, so that it is now established by judgment entered thot the 

applicant's actions declared to have been proved do not have to 

be specified, as had been decided by the lower Court, as murder, 

manslaughter, kidnap ̂in̂ , and deprivation of liberty but exclus

ively as violations of the laws and customs of war;

that in spite of this trie Court (of Cassation), in conformi?; 

with art.27a, B.B.d., par.2 , has declared applicable to the ap- 

plicafi# the punishments laid down for the crimes he did not com

mit, namely murder, kidnapping and deprivation of liberty, the 

punishments beint moreover increased by art.11, B.B.o.;

that therefore ivjd it .^nown of the proclamation of the above- 

mentioned hunnn ri£ht the Court would not have ^one on to apply 

penal provisions by analogy, directed exclusively -»nd one-sidedly 

against persons in the German service, since all other persons 

coming under the jurisaiction of the special Jurisdiction who 

have committed a <r crimes or crimes against humanity, in any way 

or to any extent, may not be punished with'more than three years' 

imprisonment if it has been entered, as in the appellant's case, 

th-.it there is no conjunction with the crimes of arts.2?8, 282 

ana 2o9 of the xenal x.aw;

that therefore this application of ¡jenal provisions by anal

ogy, directed exclusively 2nd one-sidedly against persons having 
been in the German service, is also discrimination forbidden

( A u r -
by international,, t any rate oy principles of numanity and justic<
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of persons having been in the German service;

that in tne second place the applicant appeals to the sec

ond sentence of art,11, par.2, of the "Universal declaration of 

human Rights", reading:

"iso one snail be held guilty of any penal offence on account 

of any act or omission which aid not constitute a penal offence, 

under notional or international law, at the ticie when it was 

committed. i\OK d.ULL A x^nLïY b-i lisiPOoiiD îidâw xH£ 01sJ

i'il/iT iiàiS ¿iPPLxJiiBLiii ;û Tïlii TL.-a i*rLi r:iilaL Qi?iïjùl\G& .vnd 00j;*;.ITSbD"• 
that had it known of the fact of the proclamation of this 

human rig,ht the Jourt would have examined which penalty was appli

cable to the applicant during that time when the crises concerned 

¿ere committed;

tnut hac the applicant co:.e into the power of the iiether- 

lands before the termination of hostilities art.91* military Pen

al Law in connection with art.bbof the same law and art.78, 

Introducing net of the military penal and disciplinary Law, would 

have been applicable to him as has already been explained above;

that ho.vever the Jourt may also have been- of the opinion 

that before the termination of hostilities German law was applic

able to the applicant*, irrespective of whether he came into the 

X>o*er of the Netherlands before or after the termination of hos
tilities;

th t according to German law it is possible to punish the 

perpetrators of v<sr crimes and crimes gainst humanity, and this 

took place by order of the victorious allies after the terrainstior 

of the first world war;

that however this punishment did not t .ke place by virtue of 

independant penal provisions already existing in German law and 

laid dOv'.n for a violation of the laws and customs of war, such as 

art.91, military serial La»1», but by virtue of the ordinary pen-il 

provisions, it beint then allowed to invoke the rules of war as 

a ¿justification for a transgression of tne penal provisions in 
question;

that therefore in accordance with German law the applicant 

can only be punished should the actions declared proved contain 

the elements of acts punishable according to German law, but this 

is not the case here any more t.̂ an it is according to Netherlands 

law, apart from that under III 'nd IV declared proved and .vhich 
is unimportant;

that should it be the opinion of tne Jourt, respecting the
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/ of tai 
penal

human ri;_:vt last mentioned, that German la.v was applicable at 

the time tha$k#Sich hts been declared proved .vas committed, 

it will certainly not declare applicable thst application by 

analogy/TTnicn was introduced into German la* in 1 ̂¿5 and dis
approved of at the time by nearly the whole of the Netherlands, 

for this "application by analogy" does not "ahswer to the min

imum demands which must be made of a civilised nation in this 

connection";

that the Court .vill not^èè îilîs^Siiink that with Decree 

62/12^ the occupying pov.er introduced such an application of 

the penal law by analogy into the Netherlands, .vhich occupation 

measure by its cein^ placed on the "A" list of the"Occupation 

¡..easures Decree" has been obliterated from Netherlands legisla

tion;

that tnersfore had it known of the fact of the proclamation 

of the last mentioned human right the Court would either, apply

ing Netherlands low, have imposed a sentence of at the most three 

years or, applying German law, not have imposed any sentence at 

all or only a very light one ;

that as appears from the disputed sentence the Court even 

devotes considerations - be they then, alas, incorrect ones - 

to the question as to whether certain formalities were or were 

not observed in the conduct of the case and even instituted an 

enquiry into the same, so that it may be expected with certainty 

that the Court will refer the esse back to the sitting of the 

Jourt for a fresh examination nou that it is not a question here 
of formalities but of whether, by applying the penal provision 

contained in art.27a, par.2, b.b.o., the aforesaid principles of 

justice accepted by the entire civilised world have or hove not 
been respected.

That it may therefore please the Court to consider this 

request for a revision to be founded und to order the suspension 

of the execution of the judgment entered, referring the case 

back to the sitting of the Court.

Doin[ which, etc.

’ s-Gravenhat e, 14 February 194e.?. barrister.
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The dpecial Court of Cassation, First ranel.

In answer to the request submitted by Jr. &• van Rijck— 

vorsel, barrister, 's-Gravennage, in the name of Hans ^lbin 

¿<nUTijK, for a revision of a judgment pronounced by the Court 

on 12 January 1949, whereby, with e correction of the qualific

ation, the ax^peal brought against a judgment of the dpecial 

Court in 1s-Gravenhage on 4 uay 1948 was rejected, in /.hich 

¿judgment RaU'TaR was sentenced in the matter of acts qualified 

by the opecial Court of Cassation as the continued crimes of: 

the during the time of the present war in the forces 

or Government service of the enemy being guilty of 

war crimes and crimes against humanity, as expressed 

in art.6, under b and c, of the Charter belonging to 

the jbondon agreement of 8 ¿oi^ust 1945» promulgated 

by Uoyal decree 0f 4 January 1946, Statute Book i\o G5;

Having heard the assistant x^rosecutor, speaking for the 

Chief rrosecutor, in his conclusion to the effect that the re

quest be declared non-aamissible;

Considering that the request, certain unseemly passages 

omitted, states in substance as a new circumstance, £?s expres

sed in art .4-5?, i>ar.l under 2°, Code of xenal ¿rocedure, the 

drawing up, accexrting and proclaiming in Paris on 10 December 

19^8 by the General assembly of the United Nations of the 

"Universal Declaration of Human Rights", which circumstance 

according to the request was not apparent to the Court (of 

Cassation) at the investif ation at toe sitting of 20 October 

1948, while had it indeec been so the investif tion would have 

led to the application of less severe penal provisions, and 

this for the reason that the s-=id Declaration "gave substance 

to the Hague Convention of 1907 ana to the oen Francisco Char

ter of 1945" and the United Nations have by this established 

rules of international law;

Considering therefore that according to the applicant the 

ground for a revision would consist in an alteration of the ob
jective law applicable here;

Considering that bpart from the circumstance that the ap

plicant incorrectly attributes tnis chor-cter to tfre Declaration
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(as clearly a:ipe;jrs from tne consultations held in x*aris on 28 

and 29 October 1943 v.itn retard to the draft of the ^eclarntiony 
tne ground advanced cannot lead to a revision;

Considering indeed that for this the law demands a circum

stance which could be apparent to the Jud[:e at the sitting, and 

there can be no talk of this .¿ith regard to rules of law for 

these are not apparent at tne sitting but are known to the 

Judge from elswhere;

Considering also that tnere can only be talk of a revision, 

as expressed in art.4J?7, par.l under 2°, on the ground of facts 

not known at the sitting but in reality existing through which 

a new light is thrown on the shole or on a part of the actual 

events on the ground of which a judgment took place, but never 

on the ground of a wrong application of the law or of an alter

ation in the rules of law applicable;

declares the request non-admissible.

«Judgment passed in the Council 

19 ¿..arch 1949 by:
Dr. Haga.

prof.Dr.Verzijl }
:

rrof.dr.van Brakel ]1
prof.pompe \
Lt.Gen.Best

in the presence of: 

dr.van Oordt

S£d. Haga, J.H..».Verzijl» ¿.van Brakel, j.pompe, p.,¿.Best, 
il.v. Oordt.

Chamber of the Court on 

President 

Judges

military Judge 

Clerk of the Court.
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C a 61 ) ZtA.I .rt.iU.rdJJ.11¿kZi'i,

.*rt. 1. Trie provisions of this decree are applicable to the crimes
committed during tiie present .var before 15 *~ay 1945» which are 
specified in
1 . one of the £arts I and II of the decond Book or one of the 

articles 137a, 157b, 205 of the renal Code, one of the rarts
I and II of the oecond Book or article 150 of the military 
renal Code, or one of the articles 26, 27 and 27a of this 
decree;

¿».rt .2. Unless otherwise laid down in this decree the provisions
of the .JLlitary Penal Code and those for the execution of the 
same, as «'ell as the provisions of the common criminal law, 
subject to the deviations laid down in the above Code, are ap
plicable with respect to the crimes expressed in the preceding 
article, on the understanding that where the Military Penal 
Code the military Judge or military competence are spoken of 
the judge appointed by the decree on the dpecial Courts and 
his competence are also respectively understood.

itrt. 11. (1) lie who is guilty of a crime to which the provisions of 
tĵ is decree apply may be sentenced:
1 . to the death penalty, imprisonment for life or temx>orary

imprisonment for at the most twenty years, if a penalty 
of fifteen ye^rs imprisonment h-*.s been laid down in the 
renal Code for that crime;

2 • to imijrisonment for life or temporary imprisonment for at
the most twenty years, if a penalty of less than fifteen 
years but more than seven yesrs and six months imprison- 
ment has been laid dev.n in the Penal Code for that crime;

3 • to double the penalty if a penalty of not more than seven
years and six months but more than two ye .rs and six months 
imprisonment has been laid down in the Penl Code for that 
crime;

4 . to imprisonment for at tne most five years if a penalty of
two years and six months or less or detention has been laid 
down in the Penal Code for thit crime;

5 . if for th.t crime a fine is laid down in the rensl Code, to
ten times the amount of the fine laid do.vn tricre for it; 

all without prejudice to the possibility of inflicting a heav
ier punishment which ni^ht be laid dftwn in the Liilitary renal 
Code for the crime.

(2) ¿hat laid down in article 4-5 of the Penal Code is not 
applicable.

(3) In addition to or in place of other penalties the judge 
may impose a fine, the maximum being: f.160.000. If the judge 
decides that the offender by a misuse of the special circum
stances has enriched himself, this sum may be increased to 
treble the amount by v;hich tne offender nus enricned himself 
as estimated by the jud^e.

- 2 -
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¿ir,^27a. (1) :ie who during the time 01 the present w r.r and while in 
the forces or service of the enemy state is guilty of a war 
crime or any crime against .humanity as defined in article 6 
under (b) or (c) of the Charter of the London Agreement of 
8th august 1945 promulgated in our Jecree of 4tn January 1946 
(otatute ^ook *o, G 5) shall, if such crime contains at the 
same time the elements of a punishable act according to Neth
erlands lav;, receive the punishment laid down for such act.

(2) If such crime does not at the same time contain the 
elements of a punishable act according: to Netherlands law, 
the perpetrator shrill receive the punishment laid down by 
Netherlands 1?« for the act with ’which it shows the greatest 
similarity.

(3) *iny superior who deliberately permits a subordinate to 
be guilty 0f such a crime shall be punished »vith a similar 
punishment as laid down in paragraphs 1 and 2.

ivjZL'.iKHL AivDo r’iMinL CODE.

¿irt.2. The i»etherlands renal Code is applicable to anyone who is
guilty of a punishable act within the uealra in ijiurope.

art.278. rie who conveys someone over the frontiers of the Kealm in
ii'uroye with the intention of illegally getting him into the 
power of another or of placing him in a helpless situation 
shall, as guilty of Kidnapping, be punished with imprisonment 
of at the most twelve years.

^rt.282. lie who intentionally deprives a person unlawfully of his
liberty or holds him deprived of same, shall oe punished with 
imprisonment of at the most seven years and six months.

If the act results in severe bodily injury the guilty party 
shall be punished with imprisonment of at the most nine years.

If the act results in death he shall be punished with im
prisonment of at the most twelve years.

The penalties laid do.vn in this article are also applic
able to him who intentionally provides a place for the"unlaw
ful deprivation of liberty.

^rt.289» He who intentionally *;nd .-.ith premeditation ta*es the life
of another shall, as guilty of murder, be punished ;.ith impris
onment for life or temporary imprisonment for at the most 
twenty years.

x-— -l'.'IkjJ .ju u r iij. ( s e e  pa£e 3)
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CüDü QF.PfiKAL JBHOCiÆURE.

revision of a final judgment entered containing: a sentence 
cgn be reauested:
1^* ••••••••
2 . on the ground of any circumstance v.'hich was not apparent 

to the judge during the investigation at the sitting and 
which in itself or in connection with the earlier evidence 
produced does not seem compatible with the judgment, in 
this sense, that serious suspicion arises that had it been 
known the investigation of the case would have led either 
to an acquittal of the sentenced person, or to a discharge 
of the same from prosecution oil the ground ttet he was not 
punishable, or to a declaration of the non-admissibility 
of the rublic rros^cutor, or to 3 less severe penal pro
vision being declared applicable.

JüJJlJIftL loail-Ji\ j_.-j.ii.

If the judgment or sentence is quashed in the case of a 
misapplication or violation of the law, or *hen competence 
has been exceeded, the supreme Court, without being allowed 
to investigate further whether the facts appearing in the 
disputed judgment or sentence did or did not exist, shall 
proceed to give its o/:n judgment, This judgment on the low
er court's sentence ici tncn final.

BILITâHÏ j?liü\AXi vJuiJĵi.

The Netherlands oennl law, except in the cases specified 
in the renal Code, is applicable to the military man:
1°. who while serving outside the ^ealm in Burope is guilty

of any punishable act;
2 . /.ho while not serving is outside the Kealm in Europe and 

tnere is guilty of one of the crimes specified in this 
Code, or of *jny misfeasance in connection with his rela
tions with the army or navy, of any such misfeasance, or 
of anjr punishable act committed under one of the circum
stances ststed in art.44 of the renal Code.

In the expr 2SS ion "he who...", employed in the specifica
tion of a crime, the .vord ’'he" is understood to mean any per
son subject to military jurisdiction.

¿ie .»he with respect to the enemy intentionally acts con
trary
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to any provision, appearing in a treaty holding toed be
tween the Netherlands and the power w i t h  whom the Nether
lands is at war, or to any regulation drawn up as a res
ult of such tre.vty, shell be punished with at most three 
yc&rs imprisonment•

The superior .vho intentionally allows one of his 
subordinates to commit such an act shall receive the same 
punishment.

IKTHODUCltfG La./ OF THE ^ILITAHY

Art.78. Furthermore the military ¿judge., in so far as not already
competent in virtue of one of the two preceoing articles, shall 
tgke judicial notice:
1 . of crimes committed in the event of war by any person what

soever in a part of the territory of the .Realm declared to
be in a state of sief.e, for so fsr as those crimes arekpe- 
cified in rarts I or II of the second ¿ook of the Penal 

0 Code or in the .vlilitary iren-il Oode;
2 . in the event of war, of imnishable acts committed in a part

of the territory of the Realm declared to be in a st^te of
siege, if the civil judge, who according to the law should 
in the first instance have passed judgment, is not in a 

0 position to take judicial notice thereof;
3 • of punishable acts committed by any person whatsoever in

enemy territory partially or who ¡My occupied by the Nether
lands forces, if any Netherlands interest has been or can 
be harmed thereby, unless the act has been made non-punish
able by the ...ilitary Penal and the war is at an end.
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